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A look into the practice of chiropractic medicine on pets
Treatments offer alternatives to surgery

ROXANNE BLACKWELL | rblackwell@cjournal.ca
She noted that even as a trained chiropractor,
the animal-specific schooling is important to have
before treating any animals. Wuest said that treating
animals can be more challenging, as the dogs can’t
physically tell you how they are feeling. The chiropractor has to be able to read reactions and know
behaviours to try to figure out what’s wrong.
“A dog doesn’t know why you’re doing what
you’re doing,” Wuest said. “So if what you’re doing
isn’t making them feel any different, they won’t act
any different. So any changes you see in a dog are
real. They only know whether or not they feel better.”
While she also has a large-animal business, Wuest
has mostly been focusing on dogs. During a treatment, Wuest sits on the ground with the animal, and
moves the dog from standing to sitting and laying
down positions.
She then guides her hands over all areas of the
dog’s body, doing small adjustments as she goes.
Wuest said that the adjustments actually feel good
to a dog, which is why they often sit so contently.

Photo: Roxanne Blackwell/Calgary Journal

Eddy regained 80 per cent of the function in his injured leg after one treatment with Dr. Sarah Wuest.

W

hen Tara Kreutzer let her dog, Dolce, out
into her backyard, she was shocked to see
her come back dragging her two hind legs.
Just one year previous, another one of her three
dachshunds had injured itself in a similar way, and
the surgery to repair it had cost $8,000.
“It just wasn’t possible for us to spend another
$8,000 on a dog to have back surgery,” Kreutzer said.
Devastated, they began to mentally prepare themselves to say good bye to their pet, figuring that the
only other option was to put the dog down.
Kreutzer searched for other options to try to help
her dog. She ended up going to Dr. Sarah Wuest, a
chiropractor who also specializes in animal chiropractic.
Although she told Kreutzer that she couldn’t
promise her anything, Wuest agreed to treat the
dog. After only six weekly treatments –which each
cost $45– Kreutzer said that Dolce was running
around with more energy than she ever had before.
“I don’t think that a lot of people would even notice that anything is wrong with her,” Kreutzer said.
“She’s just a happier dog now.”
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Wuest said that being able to help animals in life
threatening situations like Dolce is the most rewarding part of her job.
“Anytime I can save a dog from being put down,
and do it in a way that isn’t going to hurt their liver
(like drugs can) or put
them at risk, how awesome is that?” she said.

Helping Animals
Wuest said she classifies her patients into three
categories: animals with new injuries, animals with
chronic injuries, and – her favourite group– owners bringing in their animals before they have any
injuries to treat.
“To me, prevention is the best form of healthcare,
whether it’s humans or animals,” Wuest said. “It’s
best to prevent a problem before it happens than to
treat it after it happens.”
Amir Sharifzadeh’s dog Kovu fits in to the first
category. Although Kovu had already been receiving
treatments from Wuest, they increased his treatments after he had surgery to repair a torn ligament.
Sharifzadeh said he originally sought treatment for
his dogs after his fiancée had positive results from
seeing a chiropractor for her own back issues.
“Nothing was fixing it, no medication, so she
started going to chiropractic sessions herself and
just felt a lot better right after. It was something that
nothing else could fix so why not do it for our pets.”
Heather Boucher also decided to see treatment
for her dog Eddy after he experienced partial paralysis in one of his back legs. Boucher said she saw
a significant amount of improvement the very same
day that he underwent his first treatment. Now, after
only two treatments,
Eddy is only walking with
a small limp.
With Wuest’s help,
dogs like Eddy and Dolce
get to continue on as if
nothing ever happened.
“She fixed our dog,”
Kreutzer said about
Dolce, laughing. “We’re
— Dr. Sarah Wuest, really lucky to still have
Animal Chiropractor her.
“I wish I would have
known (about Wuest)
with our first dog, because it was just remarkable
what she was able to do for Dolce,” Kreutzer said.
“She’s just such a caring person and you can see it
through and through when she deals with animals.
She’s just a really special lady.”

“...Any changes you see in
a dog are real. They only
know whether or not they
feel better.”

Chiropractic
School
Growing up showjumping horses is what
inspired Wuest to get
involved in animal chiropractic, as she always
wanted to be able to
treat both parts of the
team –the rider and the horse.
After getting her chiropractic degree in Ontario
and doing a specialized sports residency, Wuest
did a seven week condensed course at Options for
Animals that is only offered to chiropractors and
veterinarians.
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New LRT could affect
housing prices
LRT lines near homes could be a ‘good’ or
‘bad’ thing, Calgary realtors say

Melissa Molloy

mmolloy@cjournal.ca

Photo courtesy of City of Calgary

The key plan for Christie Park Gate area shows lots of greenery will remain
for residents.

City of Calgary
unveils West LRT
landscaping plans

W

ith construction of the West
LRT set to be completed in the
spring of 2013, the City of Calgary
unveiled plans for landscaping that
will occur in the southwest communities through which the new line
will run.
The West LRT construction zone
runs along Bow Trail, 17th Ave S.W.,
and Sarcee Trail.
Sharon Berling, a resident of the
southwest community of Westgate,
attended the open house held in Rosscarrock along with her two children.
Although her family’s home is not
directly impacted by the landscaping
plans, she says they have seen firsthand the changes that the project
has brought to the area.
“I take the bus from Westbrook
Mall everyday. My daughter takes
the bus from farther up on 45th St.
and Bow Trail,” she said. “We drive
the whole route everyday, so we
have been through all the changes
and have seen things removed and
not put back.”
She said she did have doubts
about some of the new stations and
was “curious” what type of landscaping would be taking place.
But from the drawings on display
at the Rosscarrock open house, Berling said the landscaping plans “look
well thought out.”
Bonnie Kissack, who also lives
in Westgate, said that while she is
looking forward to the opening of
the West LRT, it is important that the
landscaping plans involve the inclu-
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KARRY TAYLOR | ktaylor@cjournal.ca
sion of plenty of green space.
“We need green spaces — and not
just grass. We need lots of trees,” she
says.
“They took out a lot of mature
evergreen trees,” she added. “I have
been asking if they are going put big
trees back in.
“I would really like to see lots of
trees, especially evergreens and
conifers,” said Kissack.
Copies of the landscaping plans
obtained by the Calgary Journal
show that both medium and largesized and deciduous trees — including birch, oak, and poplar — will be
planted along the LRT route.
Christian Cormier, a communications team leader with the City of
Calgary, said the landscaping plans
aim to restore — to the fullest extent
possible — affected areas back to
their pre-construction states.
While feedback from residents
and community associations was
taken into account, Cormier pointed
out that other factors also had to
be considered in the drawing up of
landscaping plans.
“There are constraints, such as
the choice of plants that are robust enough to thrive in Calgary’s
climate,” Cormier said. “There are
obviously budget constraints. There
are right-of-way constraints.
“The landscape architects have
developed concepts based on those,
plus, obviously, input from the communities.”

F

rom Bow Trail to West Springs,
tracks have been laid and bridges
have been erected – but what will
Calgary’s West LRT do for its neighbouring real estate?
For Calgary realtor Craig Sims, there
are a couple of ways to look at it.
“It can be good and bad – the bad
part is when people build houses and
(then planners) put a track behind
them,” he said.
“That can cause the price of the
houses to drop, but it happens over
time – when the market goes up those
houses (next to the tracks) don’t move
as much.”
Sims said that in his several years of
experience selling houses, clients who
at first seem excited about having a
station steps away, tend to hesitate
after a showing.
“When people can actually view
it – they’ll be like, ‘holy crap, does that
train make that noise all the time?’”
Still, Sims said that it is really only a
rotten deal for the properties right next
door to the train. He adds that even a
couple of blocks away, ease of access

to the CTrain has the opposite effect.
Calgary realtor Bob Jablonski has a
much more optimistic view of the installation of the West LRT.
“Any time you add something positive into a community, it’s a good thing,”
Jablonski said. “In general, the LRT is
good for sustainability and it adds to the
quality of life (for community residents.)”
Similarly, realtor Anne Lindsay said
that in the grand scheme of things the
West LRT is a great thing for the surrounding communities.
“When people found out that the LRT
was coming, prices went up,” she said.
“During construction some properties
have been hard to sell, and some clients
will even wait to sell until construction
is finished.”
After completion though, she said
that being able to walk to the train is a
“major bonus for selling.”
Lindsay predicts that over time the
houses lining the track will become
rental properties, and overall the
presence of a train will only maintain
or boost resell values for west-end
homeowners.

Illustration courtesy of Angelica McDonald

Homes close to the new tracks may see a depreciation in value.
March 2012|calgaryjournal.ca

Inglewood weaves new developments
among historic buildings
Community considers old Alexandra School a historic site despite province’s refusal

APRIL IP | aip@cjournal.ca

Historical recognition for the Alexandra School building, built in 1902, could be prevented by its gymnasium.

W

oven among dusty low-rises are an oldfashioned candy store, Italian pizzeria and
antique shops boasting silver Islamic chairs
and wooden Chinese drawers.
Inglewood, stretching along 9th Ave. S.E., is the
oldest neighbourhood in Calgary.
At the heart of Inglewood is the old Alexandra
School building, a large sandstone structure with a
dark burgundy roof top set off by bright white trim.
Constructed in 1902 it is one of Inglewood’s most
historic attractions and has been the home of the
Alexandra Centre Society for the last 40 years.
“I love the building because it is a legacy. It is a
re-purpose building and is really the center of community activity,” said Shirley-anne Reuben, Alexandra
Centre Society executive director.
“Originally the school was abandoned and boarded up. It was almost going to be used as a men’s
shelter,” she adds.
The heart of Inglewood
The centre started in 1973, when Inglewood was designated for a Neighbourhood Improvement Program.
It was the first community in Canada to obtain such
federal and provincial funding.
Reuben says that the project was a grassroots
initiative. The City of Calgary was not involved, rather,
it was funded by people in the community and by the
provincial government.
The main project goal was to restore the school
and create space to house community daycare and
educational programs. At the time the community did
not have its own daycare or medical clinic.
“I have seen the building go from a school to a
community service centre that is unique to the city.
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No other community has something like this,” Reuben
said.
Currently the centre houses the Alexandra Writers’
Centre Society, Calgary Civic Symphony, Alexandra
Family Medicine and the Inglewood Child Development Centre.
Province Wants more historic significance
Even though centre representatives have made
numerous attempts to have the building recognized
as a historic site, the Province of Alberta and City of
Calgary have not designated the building as such.
“Essentially we want to get the building recognized
should the centre not be there in the future. Getting
it recognized would provide more security against
the building being knocked down for
other purposes,” Reuben said.
Matthew Wrangler, manager of the
Alberta government’s historic places
research and designation program,
confirms that the main reason the old
school building was rejected as a historic resource
was the addition of the gymnasium in 1956.
“The gymnasium was viewed to be a highly insensitive and unsympathetic addition to the building. It
obscures a part of the original school building and
detracts from its character,” he said.
Wrangler said that when evaluating potential
historic sites, the province looks at the overall significance and integrity of the building for Alberta as a
whole.
In this case, he said it was determined that the
Alexandra school did not have province-wide significance. “We want to ensure that a historic resource for
the province is truly exceptional in architecture, or

Photo: April Ip/Calgary Journal

something that is the first of its kind.”
Wrangler said that the Alexandra School is on the
City of Calgary’s inventory, but they have not deemed
it as a historic site either. “It’s eligible for designation,
but the city has not yet passed a bylaw.”
Reuben explained that despite unsuccessful attempts in the past, the Alexandra Centre Society
still tries every couple of years to get the school the
recognition it deserves.
Old meets new
Former resident Nick Hatch said, “So far I think Inglewood has done a pretty good job in keeping the older
buildings intact while still mixing in the commercial...”
He said that the most common thing in Calgary is
to start totally fresh. “The Alexandra
School is one of the oldest sandstone
buildings we have. I think there are
few enough of those in Calgary that it
is worth preserving.”
Robin Van Eck, a writer with the
Alexandra Writer’s Centre, says that Inglewood has
come a long way. “There is even talk about the LRT
line running through here and that looks promising.”
Van Eck said that contrary to what some community residents might say, she likes some of the new
structures being built within Inglewood.
She says that the new brick office building across
from the centre has a more modern look and that
brick fits into the theme of Inglewood. The building
colors of white and blue have also been designed to
match the historic elements of the community.
“I think change is good. What has been built so far
blends in with the community’s feel,” Van Eck added.
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After dreaming of his own sports bar for 12 years, Keith Brown says he’s
grateful to see all his friends and former patrons lending a helping hand.

Local bar hopes to clean up
Calgary neighbourhood

JODI EGAN | jegan@cjournal.ca

T

he place was gutted. The floors
ripped out. Walls were torn down,
signs were built, lights installed, and
the sweat of Keith Brown’s volunteers
hung thick in the air.
The gargantuan sign that read
“Overtime Sports Bar” was being
mounted 20 feet in the air.
After 12 years of wanting his very
own sports bar and
months of searching
and planning, Brown
and his business partner Simon Poulsen are
only a few short weeks
away from its grand opening.
In December 2011, Brown decided to
buy a bar in Forest Heights.
His longtime friends and patrons
from previous bars lent a hand in its
renovation and construction.
Brown says so many of his old
patrons volunteered to help because
the bar’s objective is to enrich the community by giving people in a “seedy
neighbourhood” a safe place to kick
back at.
Because Brown lived in the neighbourhood in his youth, he knows
Forest Heights is not the tamest of
communities.
“For the past year and a half, it’s
been a troubled area,” Brown said.
Between July 2010 and June 2011,
Forest Heights had 260 instances of
crime — a number well above many
other areas in Calgary.
With so many roots in the neighbourhood, Brown said he’s adamant on
giving back to it by creating a fun and
safe place for community members to
have a drink and watch a game.
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“We’re going to do this place up
right and start it clean from the get-go.
We’re going to get rid of the seedy element,” Brown said.
“Other bars are just worried about
losing a dime here or there and don’t
realize that every time there’s a fight in
the bar it’s losing good regular people.
“They don’t want to come back to a
place like that.”
For reasons like that,
Brown is being overrun
with volunteers to help
build and run his sports
bar.
“People are donating their time
and expertise to help this bar come
together,” Brown said.
Those who have come in to contribute are experts that include drywallers
and tilers, as well as city inspectors.
Dave Kormos, an inspector for the
City of Calgary, spends an average
of 30-35 hours per week working on
Overtime’s construction.
“Because of the person he is, everyone wants to help him,” Kormos said.
“They know that if there was ever a
time when they would need him, he
would be there.”
The masses of eager volunteers
were unexpected to Brown, especially when the number of friends,
family and former patrons climbed
to 40.
Don Garland, Brown’s karaoke
business partner, said the bar will be
a definite success because of Brown’s
genuine and caring personality.
“I have a huge following and I have
a lot of friends. They just like the way I
do things,” Brown said.

For more information, visit
bigrockbeer.com/eddies
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Seniors worried they will lose driving licenses
Advocates group call cognitive tests unlawful and unfair

C

ognitive assessment tests used to determine
seniors’ driving abilities are discriminatory,
said a seniors’ advocate group in Alberta.
“Seniors are losing their rights and they don’t
even know what happened,” said Ruth Adria,
spokesperson for the Elder Advocates of Alberta
Society.
Adria has been advocating against cognitive
driving tests after receiving many complaints about
seniors’ licences being, “arbitrarily taken away.”
Adria said when seniors reach the age of 75 in Alberta they receive a medical examination form. They
are instructed to take the form to their physician,
which Adria said could result in them being given a
cognitive assessment test.
The assessment is administered by a health care
professional to determine if they are mentally able
to drive safely, said Dr. Bonnie Dobbs, director of the
Medically At-Risk Driver Centre at the University of
Alberta.
The test assesses patients on memory, selective
attention, divided attention, decision-making, judgment, and the ability to manipulate information – all
the mental tasks required to drive, Dobbs said.
She adds that the assessment was first used in
Edmonton in July 2010.
“The great uptake from the medical community
to me speaks to the need for the screening tool –
that physicians really want to make evidence-based
decisions regarding fitness to drive.
“It’s just proactive screening on their part. It would
be like physicians starting to screen for breast cancer,” Dobbs said.
But not everybody is happy about this test.
Adria said, “There should be no test. There is no
lawful right.”
She adds that seniors who receive the form
should have a physical exam, and if
they are physically fit, their licence
should be renewed.
“Never mind all these other
things,” she said.
Dobbs said she has sent letters,
made calls and has offered to explain the inaccuracies.
As for the seniors’ outrage, Dobbs said people
with dementia or other illnesses are often unable to
identify when they are unsafe to drive because the
illness impairs their judgment.
“The person truly believes that they are still safe to
drive. So any attempts by the family or the physician to get them from behind the wheel are often
met with resistance,” Dobbs said.
DriveABLE
If a physician recommends a driver assessment test,
patients will often go to DriveABLE.
Dr. Bonnie Dobb’s spouse, Dr. Allen Dobbs created
DriveABLE Assessment Centres Inc. in 1998 to aid
physicians in deciding whether people with dementia
or cognitive impairment should drive.
An in-office DriveABLE cognitive assessment tool
requires drivers to complete a 30 to 60 minute test on
the computer that looks at their reaction time, the ability to focus and shift attention, decision-making and
complex judgment, Allen Dobbs said.
He adds that one of the computer tasks has a set of
lines that move down the screen with gaps between
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Ruth Adria, spokesperson for Elder Advocates of Alberta Society, believes that cognitive
tests such as the DriveABLE assessment test, are unfair and discriminate against seniors.
them. The individual is instructed to move the box between the lines by pushing a button at the appropriate
time – very much like making a left turn at a stop light.
To this Adria objects. “Not everybody is computer
literate. When they are confronted by DriveABLE they
panic.”
However, Allen Dobbs said he made
sure the test wasn’t prejudiced against
people who didn’t use the computer. He
said the test is presented on a computer
but an assessor sits with them, explains
what the task is and lets them practice
first.
“All they have to do is touch a screen or
press a button. If they can touch an X on a piece of paper
they can do the task,” he said.
Gordon McGuffin, 86, took the DriveABLE in-office test
almost two years ago and received 63 per cent. He said
his score was neither high enough for his licence to be
renewed, nor low enough for his licence to be revoked.
McGuffin then went
on to part two of the
test – the DriveABLE onroad evaluation.
Unlike the government road test administered to new drivers,
Allen Dobbs said his test
focuses on confidence
errors, not the rules of
the road.
Confidence errors are defined as driving on the
wrong side of the road, not stopping at red lights,
failure to maintain the position of the vehicle in the
lane, and merging without looking – errors that
healthy, confident people don’t normally do in a
driving evaluation, he said.

“The ultimate decision of course comes from
(Alberta Transportation’s) Driver Fitness and Monitoring branch. They make all the licensing decisions. We
make recommendations to them based on our assessment process.”
Allen Dobbs said they make use of multiple sources
of information to determine whether an individual
is fit to drive, such as recommendations from the
physician, recommendations from DriveABLE, and the
person’s previous driving history.
Again, Adria said she objects to these criteria: “First
of all, it is incredible age discrimination. If we are
going to have cognitive tests and DriveABLE, then
we’ve got to do this across the board.”
But, Allen Dobbs said: “This is not an age issue.
“It is an issue of medical conditions. Granted that
as we get older we are more likely to have medical
conditions that might lead to impairment, but it’s not
the age. It’s the medical condition.”
Meanwhile, McGuffin said he believes spending
roughly $200 to get his
driver’s licence renewed is
well worth it for a senior.
He said his family doctor
renewed a lady’s driver’s
licence and she got into a
serious car accident that
– Dr. Allen Dobbs killed a family of two adults
and two children.
“She just killed them all.
He said, ‘I’m never, ever going to approve a driver’s
licence to somebody without them doing a drivers
test.’”
Adria said these tests are unfair, “If someone were
to launch a lawsuit under the charter, it would be
found that these things were grossly unfair and even
unwarranted.”

“This is not an age issue.
It is an issue of medical
conditions.”
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Health superboard has
not decreased wait times
M

ost Albertans have heard traumatic
stories relating to health care – long
wait times and rushed patient discharges
are common horror stories.
With an expected provincial election
this spring, Albertans face a difficult choice
regarding future healthcare decisions.
The Progressive Conservative Party,
also referred to as the PCs, developed a
five-year plan healthcare plan in 2010,
which included eliminating health regions
and appointing a superboard known as
Alberta Health Services, or AHS.
Wildrose Alliance Party leader Danielle
Smith, says the superboard was simply
the latest change to a health care system
that’s been in decline since 2004.
“We’ve been seeing a decline in life
expectancy, an increase in infant mortality,
long waiting lists for surgeries, and long
waiting lists in emergency rooms,” Smith
says.
“The problem is that we have a broken
system. The structure’s not working.
“The superboard has been a disaster.
They’ve seen escalating costs and
deteriorating services,” Smith says.
“Hospital administrators have eight layers
of managers they have to go through.
“We’re pouring money into a funnel.
Whatever is leftover gets spent on the
front lines.”
Alberta Health Minister Fred Horne
argues AHS has been successful. He says
people forget that taking various health
regions and merging them into one
superboard is a big transition.
He says over 1,000 beds are added each
year and there are plans to add 5,300 new
continuing care spaces over the next five
years.
“Through centralizing administration,
like payroll for example, we’ve been able
to generate just under $700 million in
savings.”

Photo: Drew Henn/Calgary Journal

Danielle Smith speaks out about the
provincial health care system
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Horne says having one system makes
it easier to regulate certain practices
province wide. He mentions the new
approach that doctors are taking in
assessing lung cancer treatment. Because
the new approach was standardized it
saved $15.4 million – funds that were used
for other health resources.
The recent AHS waiting time numbers
tell a different story.
While there are some benefits to
standardization, there are also drawbacks.
As part of AHS’s five year plan, goals
have been made to reduce emergency
room patient wait times, with the aim of
admitting 60 per cent of patients within
eight hours for March 2012.
Their numbers have fallen short.
Per the AHS website, last week the Peter
Lougheed Centre admitted 34 per cent
of patients, Foothills Medical Centre and
Rockyview General Hospital had 41 per
cent success while the Alberta Children’s
Hospital was at 57 per cent.
Alberta Liberal Party leader Raj Sherman
says this goal is not good enough.
“They have such low measures and
they’re not even meeting their low
measures,” Sherman says.
Sherman notes that admission times
can be used as a barometer to measure
the quality of health care.
“In the United Kingdom, 95 per cent
of patients need to be admitted from
emergency within four hours,” Sherman
says. “If the CEOs and administration fail,
they’re fired. If they succeed, they’re given
a bonus.”
However, Horne says while wait times
are important, other factors must be
considered when reviewing the health
care quality.
He notes that looking at how well
people fare after a hospital visit should be
considered when reviewing the health
care system.
“If you look at things like cardiac disease
or cardiovascular surgery, the numbers are
pretty clear,” Horne says. “Alberta is the
best place in Canada, if not North America
in that area.”
Opposition parties in Alberta argue
otherwise.
Both Smith and Sherman agree on one
thing – returning decision making back to
hospital administrators will create a more
dynamic health care system.
“We think we need to flip the model.
Fund the front line first, and start
squeezing those layers of administration
that are diverting resources,” Smith says.
“Everything in the Foothills Hospital
should fall under the person running the
Foothills Hospital,” Sherman says.
“This is the problem with the structure
of AHS. The buck can’t stop 300 kilometers
away.”

Illustration: Eva Colmenero/ Calgary Journal

Tories look to bounce back
from Stelmach-effect

TREVOR PRESILOSKI | tpresiloski@cjournal.ca

W

ith a provincial election all but
By potentially conceding an entire
called, talk has started to shift
voting bloc to the Wildrose Alliance Party,
towards the battles that are going to be
the PCs could potentially be putting
waged by the two major political parties in themselves in danger.
the coming election.
This could turn into a serious issue for
“I think Redford being nominated
the PCs, who haven’t been accustomed to
has helped greatly offset the Stelmach
any serious political threats from the right
effect,” Anthony Sayers said, referring to
in their 40 years of dominance in Alberta.
how former premier managed to alienate
This, combined with an inexperienced
faithful Progressive Conservative, or PC,
leadership which has “made some
voters.
mistakes,” could result in problems for the
A University of Calgary political sciences Tories down the road.
professor, Sayers was at Mount Royal
Despite both candidates being
University Feb. 10 to discuss the pending
female, Sayers doesn’t really see gender
provincial election. In an hour-long talk, he becoming an issue in this election, as
went over the challenges facing the PCs.
Alison Redford replacing Ed Stelmach
The biggest challenge he said is the
as leader of the PCs offset any sort of
Wildrose Alliance
appeal Danielle
Party, which was a
Smith may have
beneficiary of the
had for female
Stelmach effect,
voters.
becoming the
“The right
leading party in
traditionally
opinion polls in late
isn’t very female
2009 and gaining
– Anthony Sayers, friendly,” Sayers
several seats after
Political Science Professor said.
dissatisfied MLAs
He referenced
crossed the floor in January 2010.
polls from 2008 which saw only 14
However, Sayers said that Redford’s
per cent of female voters saying they
nomination has given the PCs an
would vote for the Wildrose Alliance
opportunity to bounce back and has seen
Party, compared to the 50 per cent of
Alberta’s dominant political party of the
respondents who said they would vote for
past 40 years on the precipice.
the PC party.
Describing the budget that was
The breakdown was a little closer with
announced on Thursday as being a “premales, as 33 per cent expressed interest
election” budget, Sayers was asked by
in voting for the Wildrose Alliance Party,
Mount Royal University political science
compared to 40 per cent of those polled
professor Bruce Foster if the budget was
saying they would cast a vote for the
the PCs way of forfeiting voters on the
Tories.
right of the political spectrum.
Of more interest to Sayers was the
“Absolutely,” Sayers said, who pointed
geographic breakdown between parties.
out that the Alberta PC party has a habit
Southern Alberta and rural regions of
of using right-wing rhetoric, but more
Alberta has a great deal of support for the
recently has tended to govern with a more Wildrose Alliance Party, while northern
centrist standpoint.
Alberta and urban regions in Alberta are
He explained that the PC party’s
more inclined to vote PC.
decision to appear to be more centrist
One attendee asked Sayers about
with the budget is a way for the PCs to
Glenn Taylor, leader of the Alberta Party.
appear more populist, making them more
“I noticed there was no mention,” he said.
appealing to voters.
“That’s correct. The Alberta Party is
Sayers went on to say that the
going to be a non-factor for this election
Wildrose Alliance Party has also tried
and will continue to be until (Calgary
to make themselves more appealing
mayor Naheed) Nenshi decides whether
to voters by moving away from more
or not to get involved with provincial
“far right” issues such as gun control,
politics,” Sayers said.
and making their talking points more
“The Alberta Party will be a vehicle for
moderate.
Nenshi.”

“The right traditionally isn’t very female
friendly.”
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Legislation to ban minors from tanning salons
The Canadian Paediatric Society says exposure to UVA/UVB rays as teens increases risk
of skin cancer exponentially

ALYSSA QUIRICO | aquirico@cjournal.ca

Tracy Pallister, 23, has been using indoor tanning beds since she was 16. Dr. Richard Stanwick, president-elect of the Canadian Paediatric Society, says
that the UVA/UVB rays in an indoor tanning bed are 10 to 15 times stronger than the noon sun.

T

he Jersey Shore crew and California beauties act
as visual evidence of the glamourized trend that
bronze is beautiful.
Twenty five per cent of adolescents in Canada between the ages of 13 and 19 have begun commercial
indoor tanning – some so much that Canadian paediatricians say has become an unhealthy habit affecting both
their bodies and their minds.
The Canadian Paediatric Society (CPS), in a position
statement released in the Febuary issue of the Paediatrics and Child Health Journal said that it supports
legislation to ban tanning in commercial indoor tanning
facilities for youth under 18.
Currently, Nova Scotia and southern Vancouver Island
are the only jurisdictions in Canada to pass such laws.
“Government has a responsibility to protect children
and youth,” says Dr. Richard Stanwick, president-elect
for CPS and co-author of the position statement. “It’s
time to take action for this particularly vulnerable age
group.”
CPS joins the following organizations in supporting
the ban: the World Health Organization, the Canadian
Medical Association, the Canadian Dermatology Association, the International Agency for Research on Cancer,
the American Medical Association and the American
Academy of Pediatrics.
In the journal’s position statement, it says melanoma
has increased threefold in the last 35 years. Stanwick
says this is due to the increased number of tanning
salons in the last few decades.
Twenty years ago, Stanwick says that Victoria, B.C.
had only a handful of tanning salons. There are now over
60. The Calgary Yellow Pages online brings up 88 listings
for tanning salons. These businesses offer the opportunity to get a tan 365 days a year.
In the position statement, it says the World Health
Organization has declared that ultraviolet radiation from
the sun and from tanning beds in much higher concentration do cause cancer.
The organization has classified indoor tanning beds
as a Class 1 physical carcinogen, putting the beds at the
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same cancer-causing level as asbestos and cigarettes.
Stanwick says that the UVA/UVB rays in an indoor tanning bed are 10 to 15 times stronger than the noon sun.
“You could get a tan in ten minutes that would probably take you all day if you tried to do this outside,” he
says.
As this trend becomes more and more popular, the
Alberta Cancer Foundation projects that in the year
2015, 570 new cases of melanoma will occur in Alberta
alone, and 80 Albertans will die from the disease that
same year.
“The sooner you start, the sooner you’re going to
develop cancer,” Stanwick says.
The Canadian Cancer Society says that anyone who
uses an indoor tanning bed before the age of 35 increases their chance of developing melanoma by 75 per cent.
Tracy Pallister, a 23-year-old tanning technician at
Fabutan, has been actively using indoor tanning beds
since she was 16 years old.
Pallister acknowledges that in high school she did not
tan responsibly, purposely burning herself. However,
now that she has the appropriate knowledge, she says
she is not concerned about damage to her health.
“I’m not going to be ashamed of it,” she says. Pallister
says she has had fun doing it.
She does, however, agree that the media plays a
dominant role in influencing teens to take up the tanning lifestyle.
While Pallister started tanning to help clear her teenage acne, she became used to the bronzed look so much
that now she says the second she sees her skin lightening, she feels the need to get back in the bed.
“It provides a euphoric-type feeling,” she says. “You
feel a lot better in and out.” She adds that a tan helps to
hide imperfections of a young adult growing up.
CPS’s position statement says that this is a common
feeling among indoor tanners.
“While not yet formally recognized as a psychiatric
disorder, a condition known as tanorexia — becoming
obsessed with, even addicted to tanning, and believing oneself to be unattractively pale even when quite

tanned — has been described, and appears as a formal
entry in the current Oxford dictionary.”
Pallister acknowledges that it is important to know
when enough is enough, to make sure the skin does not
burn and to use proper salon-grade tanning and skin
care products.
She says that to her knowledge, there are only about
six consistent teen clients at her salon location in northeast Calgary. She says the majority of Fabutan’s clients
are of 18 to 50 years of age.
Stanwick argues that because teens only constitute
about two per cent of the industry’s total client base, the
passing of this law should not be an economic concern
for salons. They should be concerned for “the greater
good” of Canada’s youth, he says.
Pallister does, however, express concern that passing
the proposed law would violate a parent’s right to make
the decision for their child whether or not to let them
tan. She says that Fabutan already has a strict parental
consent policy that requires consent for youth under 19
years old.
When asked how he felt about the argument of violating parents’ rights, Stanwick says that indoor tanning is
exclusively a decision only to be made by fully informed
adults, just like smoking tobacco or drinking alcohol. He
says tanning is the body’s reaction to damaging its DNA
and therefore should be put off until adulthood.
Stanwick hopes to see the ban go nation-wide just as
tobacco and alcohol has. However, he assumes it will be
a gradual process province by province.
Though he does point out that California has passed
this legislation and there are more people there than in
all of Canada — hope is not lost that the federal government will see the importance of this issue.
Stanwick says the most important steps to preventing
melanoma and healthy skin are awareness of the effects
of tanning and the use of tanning products. He also
says it is important to have a strong relationship with
a doctor or a dermatologist who can check your skin
frequently for early signs of melanoma.
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Living with Leukemia

Calgary man shares story of fighting blood disease

L

eukemia. An eight letter word can change a
person’s life forever. The prognosis can sound
like a death sentence, sending people into shock,
depression or confusion. Life is never again normal.
Brian Dixon, a 24-year-old Calgarian, has first-hand
knowledge on the effects leukemia can bring to one’s
life. At age 18 Dixon began having severe pain in his
lower back and hips, and was told by a doctor that
he had a bulging disk.
After taking his prescribed
medications, his pain didn’t
get any better, and spasms
and a fever took hold of him.
What scared him the most
was the fact that he’d lost 80
pounds in a matter of months.
Upon seeing a doctor at
anurgent-care centre, he was
told nothing was wrong and
not to worry so much. But
that all changed when Dixon
passed out during Christmas
Eve dinner in 2006.

Lauren Gilbart | lgilbart@cjournal.ca
said. “There was only one that I really disliked. It was
injected directly into my spine. The headaches were
unbearable.”
Doctors then informed Dixon that he would need
a bone marrow transplant as well as a higher dose of
chemotherapy and full-body radiation. Fortunately,
Dixon’s brother was a match for the transplant.
Dixon lowered his dark gaze and said of his brother’s
sacrifice, “I owe him my life, literally.”

Change not always for
the better
On Christmas day 2006, Dixon
was diagnosed with acute
lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL).
At 19 and a recent graduate
from Lord Beaverbrook High
School, he didn’t think this
could ever happen to him;
much less understand what
it meant. But as words such
as “treatment” and “chemotherapy” started coming out
of the hematologist’s mouth, it
all became quite real.
“Once I heard the word
‘chemo,’ everything else
around me became silent,”
said Dixon, as he ran his hands
through his short brown hair.
“I knew that the doctor was
still talking but the only thing
that I could hear was the word
cancer over and over again.”
The next day, Dixon had
his first blood transfusion,
cementing his new reality. A
central catheter was inserted
into his jugular vein, which
ran under his skin and exited
just above his pectoral muscle.
The chemotherapy started
Brian Dixon, 24, stands proud as a cancer survivor.
right after that, along with the
medications.
Dixon absolutely despised the chemotherapy treatThe hardest choice of all
ments.
A few months upon learning he had leukemia, Dixon
One month later, Dixon was allowed to leave the
made one of the most difficult decisions he had ever
hospital. However, as his treatments reached the end,
had to face: whether or not to write his own will.
they realized that the chemotherapy wasn’t actually
While he was never told to write his will, Dixon did so
preventing the leukemia from coming back — it was
“just in case.”
only getting rid of it temporarily.“
It was a very stressful time, he said, because it meant
The chemo instantly made me feel nauseated,” he
dividing his belongings amongst his loved ones. It hurt
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because he didn’t want anyone to feel slighted. But just
because he wrote his will, didn’t mean he was going to
go down without a fight.
“I was going to fight my hardest to get over
leukemia, but at the same time there was always the
thought in the back of my head that I may not be able
to conquer it,” Dixon said, his voice soft and his hands
clasped. “I am a superstitious person and upon finishing the will, I began to wonder if I had written my own
death sentence. Thankfully my
will to survive was stronger
than my superstition.”
Recovery
On July 4th, 2007, Brian Dixon
was told that, after seven
months of treatments, he was
finally in remission. For him,
this news was like a weight
that was instantly lifted off his
shoulders. Life felt like it could
go on as normal.
After his experience with
leukemia, Dixon said that he
now finds joy in the simple
things. He doesn’t stress over
obstacles, his attitude is now
more of “it is what it is.”
According to Dixon, his
family has been brought
closer since his leukemia. Even
though he is open about his
illness, his family doesn’t talk
about it. Instead, their time
together is spent having fun
and catching up with each
other’s lives.
While his experience with
leukemia will never be forgotten, he now tries to live his
life like a normal 24-year-old,
working at a contracting
company. He spends his time
playing hockey and having
regular poker nights with his
friends, as well as going out to
watch live music shows.
But his time with leukemia
did leave its mark on him.
“I am basically found doing
anything to keep myself moving,” he said. “I have problems
sitting around doing nothing. I
am a very fidgety person now.”
Even though Dixon has
Photo courtesy of: Brian Dixon
been in remission for four
years, there’s always the
chance that the leukemia could come back.
“With leukemia being a blood disease it is never
really gone from your body and there is always the
chance of it coming back,” he said. “It is not something
that I dwell on, but the thought crosses my mind every
so often.
“I wouldn’t say that I ‘live everyday as if it were
my last’ but rather enjoy every minute that I have,”
Dixon said.
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Syphilis cases in Alberta declining
S

Drew Henn | dhenn@cjournal.ca

ores, flu-like sickness, body rashes, patchy hair
loss and death.
These are the symptoms of syphilis.
It’s passed through direct contact with
syphilis sores most commonly through sexual
transmissions.
During a time when clinics and cures are accessible, syphilis is remarkably prevalent in Alberta.
But new stats may paint a more optimistic
picture.
A recent report indicates that the numbers have
dropped considerably. Syphilis cases have dropped
from an average of 279 cases per hundred thousand
people in 2009, to 168 cases per hundred thousand
in 2010.
Micky Elabdi, a spokesperson for Alberta Health
and Wellness, acknowledges the problem and a
long-term solution is in the works.
“Back in May last year, we approved and developed a five-year plan to target syphilis and other
congenital diseases,” Elabdi says.
Some of the immediate results of the campaign
were noticed, especially at clinics.
“People were getting tested more frequently,”
Elabdi says. “We saw a 17 per cent increase in
visits at clinics. Staff there had to develop a triage
approach in consulting and treating the influx of
patients.”
Without the campaign to draw awareness to
syphilis, it’s likely that numbers would have continued to rise in Alberta.
A 2010 report conducted by the Office of the
Chief Medical Officer of Health in Alberta says
that from 2002 to 2009, syphilis has been steadily
increasing in Canada – especially in Alberta.
The report highlights that while the disease may
be more prominent in transient groups and young
adults, it has been found in teenagers as young as
14 and in seniors as old as 84.
Dr. Andre Corriveau, Alberta chief medical officer, says many young adults migrated to Alberta
seeking work during the economic boom in the
mid 2000s.
Despite the end of the boom in 2008, Alberta
continues to have an above-average population of
young adults, the Statistics Canada website says.
Corriveau says that Alberta Health and Wellness,
teamed up with a marketing group, abandoning
its outdated approach to drawing awareness to
these issues.
“We were using traditional approaches to the
matter and we weren’t reaching our audience,”
Corriveau says. “We used focus groups with only
young people. That’s how we came up with Plenty
of Syph.”
Despite the perceived success, the campaign may
not be reaching everyone in its target audience.
Justin Hamilton, 22, is vaguely aware of the ads
and has no idea Alberta Health and Wellness has
spent $14 million on the campaign.
“I might have seen an ad but I had no idea that
it was a problem,” Hamilton says. “I’ve always
been aware of sexually transmitted diseases and
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I’ve had myself tested before, but I wasn’t affected by any ads.”
Elabdi says syphilis isn’t just harming those participating in unprotected sex.
Elabdi discusses the more dangerous side of
syphilis as a congenital disease – a disease passed
down to babies in the womb.
“We wanted to draw awareness to infants being
born with syphilis,” Elabdi says. “Since 2005, 25 babies have been born with congenital syphilis. Nine

of those 25 have since died.”
Corriveau says that in moving forward, it’s important to stay on top of these issues and continue to
develop new ways to reach people.
“It’s one thing to draw awareness to an issue, but
you need to get people into clinics to get tested and
treated,” he says.
“You really have to stay up to date with what’s
on the scene. It’s important to renew your message
with every generation.”
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Vish Malpuria, who spent 18 years working in Bollywood as a choreographer and dance instructor, strikes up a pose with five of his students from
Bollywood dance (From left: Keshia Larsen, Chelsea Meyer, Lynette Christensen, Tracy Mulholland, Jodi Tarney)

Exploring dance through Bollywood
Indian-based dancing a multicultural experience for well-being

David goldenstein | dgoldenstein@cjournal.ca

I

try something of a different origin.”
f you’ve watched a Bollywood film then you know that right before the credits
Chelsea Meyer’s love for dance, and the aforementioned “Slumdog Millionaire”
begin to roll, the viewer is treated to an upbeat and energetic dance number –
dance number, inspired her to take the class.
one definitely not lacking in flair or style.
“I simply loved the end of the movie where they have that entire huge dance
Danny Boyle’s 2008 film “Slumdog Millionaire” certainly ended on a high note.
number,” Meyer said. “I thought doing something like that would be completely fun.”
This scene was probably one of North America’s first mainstream exposures to
For Jodi Tarney, it was about finding something fun – yet actively engaging and
what is known as Bollywood dance.
difficult.
Originating from Mumbai, India, Bollywood dance is a mixture of classical and
“I wanted something fun, yet unique too,” Tarney said. “I also wanted to
Indian folk-dancing styles, amongst many others.
challenge myself to get me outside of my comfort zone.”
Raw energy collides with a release of cathartic enjoyment as palms fly in many
When asked if the ladies would retake the class in the future, or recommend it
directions, embracing the moment.
to anyone else, a unanimous “yes” was the answer.
Having worked 18 years instructing dance in the Mumbai Bollywood film
As with any other style of dance, Bollywood dance
industry, Vish Malpuria is certainly no stranger to the art
provides an effective workout for healthy living.
form.
“Bollywood dance has an extensive dimension of
“There is a lack of talent teaching Bollywood dance in
cardiovascular activity involved with it,” Malpuria said.
the western part of the world,” Malpuria said. “We came
“It’s ultimately about having fun with cardio, and benefits
down here to start opening up to people about what
people mentally, physically, and even spiritually for
Bollywood really is, and how all of its elements are fun and
some.”
energetic.”
Malpuria says that cardio is only one piece of the puzzle
From Mumbai himself, Malpuria had the opportunity to
though, and the dynamic nature of the exercises and
open as a guest artist for Michael Jackson’s Indian concert.
moves learned in the class will ultimately get people in
Currently with the YMCA, Malpuria has been
choreographing and instructing classes with the
– Vish Malpuria, shape.
“Everybody knows you have to shock your body to get
organization for the past three years.
Choreographer and dance instructor into shape,” Malpuria said. “So that’s what it is. In every
By selecting the newest and hippest songs coming
class you shock your body by doing new choreography
out of the Bollywood industry, Malpuria creates his own
and learning new moves and routines.”
choreography for his classes.
Beyond fitness-related benefits, Bollywood dance offers a solid platform for
Malpuria started with four students attending his classes, and now has more
people to gather together and to experience multiculturalism, Malpuria said.
than 500 students.
“Attendants of the class get a diversity of culture,” Malpuria said. “It’s a
“After having my third baby, I needed to get back into shape,” Keshia Larsen
community event. You get to meet people, and it’s really a social scenario.”
said. “I thought Bollywood would be a fun way to do it.”
Above all else, Malpuria sees value for the Bollywood dance class as being more
Lynette Christensen agreed, saying, “It’s just fun and it doesn’t make you feel
than just about simple mental and physical exercise.
like you’re exercising, even though you’re getting a good workout.”
“The value is immense,” Malpuria said. “You have to witness it for yourself and
Having been involved with different types of dance before, Tracy Mulholland
you’ll see how interesting it is.”
was simply looking for something different.
“As people leave, they are tired,” Malpuria said, “but when they leave, they are
“I was looking for a different experience, something I hadn’t done before,”
still smiling.”
Mulholland said. “I’ve done many types of other dance, so I thought it’d be neat to

“As people leave, they
are tired. But when
they leave, they are still
smiling.”
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Unraveling the myths about dating
with disabilities
People with disabilities deserve same type of sexual choices as everyone else

MELISSA MOLLOY | mmolloy@cjournal.ca
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Advocates say that sexuality and disabilities are often overlooked in the
education system.

F

alling in love has long held its
point on life’s trajectory. One
meets another for a movie and
quivers at the thought of a goodnight
kiss. Heck, it’s one of life’s great
excitements – the possibility of finding
the perfect mate.
However, for people with
disabilities, various levels of stigma
and a lack of sexual education have
historically made this special time a
near impossibility.
Maria Barile, an advocate for women
with disabilities who also lives with
what she calls “three impairments,”
and knows about the many
misconceptions involving people with
disabilities and their romantic/sexual
relationships.
Barile speaks of what was formally
known as “special school” – a
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segregated system for children with
various levels and types of disability.
The complete absence of sexual
education was the start of Barile’s
activism.
In the years to come she would
notice that sexuality and disability
seemed to be concepts, unlinked in
the eyes of the mainstream population.
“When I got to university, the reverse
was happening,” she remembers.
“There were courses taught at school
about sexuality, but there was nothing
about people with disabilities.”
She says she became an activist
because of the fact that her own
experience was never reflected back in
her studies. While academics focused
on women’s issues, sexuality issues, or
disability issues, the three were never
linked together.

“Everyone was talking about the
majority, and not the minority,” she says.
Barile says that The Network
of Disabled Women, a feminist
organization led by women
with disabilities, has helped the
community to break down barriers
regarding sex and relationships.
“Sexuality was one of the issues
that always came up for us, and
therefore we dealt with it in a very
open and equitable way,” she says.
“We were the first group that talked
about diversity of sexuality among
women with disabilities.”
Barile notes that the dating
landscape has changed for younger
generations of people with
disabilities.
“It’s much easier for today’s
youth than it was in my time,” she
says. “We depended on transport
exclusively to take us to the special
school to home, and from home to
the special school. So, the kind of
relationships one could develop
were very limited.
“Today people have been
integrated into regular schools, if
not included, and there is greater
potential (to meet people.)”
Still, Barile says there are many
hurdles to overcome for there to
be true equality for people with
disabilities in terms of sexuality and
relationships.
One of the important things for
everyone to know is “that people
with disabilities have feelings just
like everyone else in the area of
sexuality,” she says.
A Marriage
Kelowna, B.C., couple Dale and
Leanne Froese have been married
for 14 years. They met at a recreation
centre in the mid-90s and have been
attached ever since.
“I myself have Down syndrome,”
Dale Froese says. “But my wife has a
whole different spectrum of disability.
She has brain damage.”
The marriage, however, seems to
be like any other.
“It’s like a rollercoaster, but
everyone has that (experience)
in relationships, in dating, and
in marriage,” he says of their life
together.
“I love coming home to my wife,”
he adds. “And the reason for that is

because at least I have someone to
come home to, and to cherish the
love that we have.”
Dale says that exploring romantic
relationships was never an issue for
him, mainly because, he was raised to
be “very sociable and unsheltered.”
For Leanne, however, relationships of
any kind were more of a struggle.
“I actually didn’t have much of a
life when I was growing up. I was
sheltered, and I didn’t have much of
a sociable life,” she says. “I didn’t get
to know anybody, because the kids
where I went to school used to call
me names.
“It hurt me really bad, so I didn’t
trust anybody.”
Today, though, both Leanne and
Dale are active in advocacy work
within the disabilities community –
and both seem, by all accounts, very
much in love.
Unpacking the myths
Ashlee Stone, advocacy research
coordinator with the Canadian Down
Syndrome Society, emphasizes
that one of the biggest hurdles to
overcome is the misconception in
culture and medicine that people
who live with a disability don’t
have the same sexual experiences
and desires for relationships as the
mainstream population.
She says that sexual education is
crucial for children and teens with
disabilities.
“Formal and informal education
about sex and disabilities is
lacking,” she says. “All humans are
sexual, regardless of their abilities.
Like anyone else, people with
developmental disabilities need
to be taught about their bodies,
boundaries, sexuality and safety.”
Thoughts on the future
Maria Barile says that for her, there
are two things she wishes to see in
the future in regard to people with
disabilities and sexuality.
“One for the younger generations,
that they have the same types of
choices in sexuality as everybody
else – that the choices in the area of
sexuality be more freely acceptable,
regardless of what they are,” she says.
“And I want to see freedom (of
sexual expression) for those of us in
middle age.”
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Calgarian couple adopts ‘angelic’ baby
boy with Down syndrome
Mom reflects on adoption of her family’s newest addition

P

regnant women hope for one thing – a healthy
child.
Blood is drawn, urine samples given, ultrasounds
taken and invasive pap smears endured to ensure the
health of one’s baby.
Prenatal testing provides expectant mothers with
information about the fetus developing inside them – but
what if the results come back showing something has
gone awry?
Anne Keinick had to answer this question when
pregnant with her first child. Along with her husband, the
decision was made that under no circumstances would
they terminate the pregnancy. Fast forward six years later
and they have a healthy little girl named Gillian.
The Keinicks have recently added another member to
the family – a beautiful baby boy named Jackson.
Jackson was born at the Rockyview General Hospital,
and he was given up for adoption by his birth parents. He
has Down syndrome.
“We had said that we were going to look at the
adoption process the way we looked at our pregnancy,”
Keinick says.
“I don’t think we thought we were going to necessarily
adopt a child with a disability, but that was a potential.
Just like when you conceive naturally, it’s a potential.”
Ramone Kindrat is the executive director of Adoption
By Choice, the adoption agency picked by the Keinicks.
Kindrat confirms that other Alberta couples were willing to adopt a child with Down syndrome. However, the
Keinicks were unique in their acceptance of a child who
alongside having Down syndrome was also of African
descent.
Those looking to adopt in the province of Alberta,
whether through the government or a privately licensed
adoption agency, are required to fill out lengthy applications. In addition to providing references and personal
details, the forms include sections addressing the child’s
health.

social worker and nurse for 10 years, Keinick is
undaunted by working with people with a disability.
She helped run a program that assisted people
with disabilities to own and operate their own small
business.
“I met some incredibly unbelievable people – not
because they had a disability but because they were
just great people who happened to have a disability.”

“I think he’s just a real
blessing.”

— Anne Keinick

Photo: Melissa Molloy/Calgary Journal

The Keinicks feel like a ‘whole’ family now that
baby Jackson is here, says mom Anne Keinick.

Adoption By Choice’s form asks applicants if they’d
accept a child with a cleft lip or palate, spina bifida,
fetal alcohol spectrum disorder, a heart murmur or
AIDS.
Keinick recalls filling out her own forms when
adopting Jackson and remembers that was “when the
really challenging questions started to happen.”
Maybes were given to cerebral palsy, spina bifida
and conditions where children might be in a wheechair, Keinick says. The reason for such was because
of how their family home is structured.
Having worked in the health care industry as a

Jackson Keinick, who has Down syndrome, arrived last August to his overjoyed adoptive family.
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Shortly after adopting Jackson, the Keinicks
learned that Calgary is home to the head office of the
Canadian Down Syndrome Society. Within five days
of Jackson being brought home, they had five people
from different down syndrome support groups visit
their home and offer their services.
“I felt so supported – way more supported than
when I had Gillian. It was interesting,” Keinick says.
Six-month-old Jackson acquired his name because
his big sister is a “Hannah Montana” fan. The main
character’s older brother on the famed Disney children’s television show is named Jackson.
“People always ask,‘Why is his name Jackson?’ hoping for this super inspirational story. And really, it’s
just because Gillian was watching Disney and Jackson
was the name she liked,” Keinick says with a laugh.
Showering her little brother with a storm of kisses,
Gillian stops to say that, “he likes to squirm a lot.”
Anne Keinick smiles as she watches her children play.
“In every way our lives are better,” she says.
“He has an angelic quality to him. It’s a strange
thing but it’s a very peaceful, very beautiful healing
quality. I think he’s just a real blessing.”

Photo: Melissa Molloy/Calgary Journal
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New country,
new experiences

Calgary teen to spend three months in Germany
on an international student exchange program
JOEL DRYDEN | jdryden@cjournal.ca

Photo : Corinne Sato / Calgary Journal

Children playing with Naji Alisalah, one of the physical education
instructors with the Somali Youth League Society.

‘Let’s speak Somali’
program a first in Calgary
Somali Youth League Society’s language
classes bridge language gap in families
Corinne Sato | csato@cjournal.ca

I

magine not being able to
communicate with your family
members because you can’t speak the
same language.
This is the reality for the 15 or so
families who attended the opening
night of Somali language classes at
Calgary’s Pineridge School, on Jan. 28,
2012.
Mohamed Omar, manager of the
Somali Youth League Society, or SYL
said “Most of the adults involved
with the (League)are first generation
Somalis.”
“Most of our children don’t even
know one word of Somali,” he said.
“They all speak English. They are at
school for eight hours and when they
come home, they watch TV or go on
the Internet. Everything is in English.”
SYL – a volunteer run organization –
has been establishing itself within the
Somali community for two years.
Ahmed Ahmed, president of the
SYL thanked the City of Calgary for
subsidizing the program.
The City has helped the SYL by
paying for the rental of Pineridge
School, allowing them to provide
programs three days a week, including
soccer teams for young adults ranging
from 18 to 24 years of age, as well
as physical education classes and
homework groups for children.
About 30 children who are involved
in the after school programs attended
opening night.
Children were running around the
gym wearing suits, jeans, sweaters, and
even sparkly hijabs.
The only time they were quiet was
when Naji Alisalah, one of the physical
education instructors, told them in
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English to sit still on the benches at one
side of the gym.
SYL created free Somali language
classes after hearing about the
communication barriers families faced
on a daily basis.
“The parents came together and
said ‘We really need help,’” Omar
remembered.
“A lot of parents are asking for this
program because there is no Somali
language program in the city,” he said.
Of all the children participating in the
after school programs with the Somali
Youth League, “90 per cent of (their)
parents speak Somali.”
Radwan Houssein, a father of two,
said that although he is able to speak to
his kids in both Somali and English, he
finds that it is easier to communicate in
English, as it’s easier for his children to
understand.
“It’s good for the Somali community
to have this program, and it’s good to
have this program for our kids,” he said.
Amina Oflen, ’s Somali language
instructor, said: “I feel bad that kids
can’t understand what you say in
Somali. Their parents speak Somali,
and they are lost. The parents and kids
don’t understand each other anymore.”
Omar said that he hopes the
language classes will help build a
foundation and a stronger Somali
community in Calgary, in order to
encourage communication in the
Somali language.
“We need to get the community
together, especially the youth.”
For more information on the Somali
language classes and registration,
contact the Somali Youth League at
403 – 383 – 8426.

T

he friendship started at the airport.
Fifteen-year-old Joscha Hanel arrived in Calgary, exhausted after a long
flight from his home in Germany. He
was on the lookout for the family that
would host his four month stay as an
exchange student.
He spotted a teenager his age
wearing a red T-shirt and flashing an
enormous smile, holding up a paper
that read, “Welcome Joshua Hanel.”
Beneath his name, however, was a
photo of a different boy.
“He had a photo of Justin Bieber,”
Hanel said, speaking over Skype from
Bürgstadt, Germany. “He saw on Facebook that I hated Justin Bieber. So I
knew right away he was a funny guy.”
That funny guy was 16-year-old
Mikhail Ortlieb. He joined the student
exchange program with an interest in
different cultures and language, and
his teachers in high school noticed his
affinity for German.
“I want to be more open to other
cultures,” Ortlieb said. “I’ve never been
east of Medicine Hat. I’m excited to see
the world differently.”
Ortlieb will spend the next two
months with Hanel’s family in Bürgstadt, a small town in Germany.
Mikhail’s father, Ivan Ortlieb, is excited for his son’s opportunity.
“I don’t know if he has any idea of
how this is going to expand his world,”
Ivan said.

Photo courtesy of Brenda Ortlieb

Shortly after meeting at the airport,
Mikhail Ortlieb (right) smiles wide
holding a photo of Joscha Hanel’s
(left) least favourite Canadian,
Justin Bieber.

New country, new experiences
For Hanel, the vastness of Canada’s
landscape was eye opening.
Shortly after arriving in Calgary, the
Ortliebs took Hanel on a trip to Vancouver, after which Hanel remarked that
he had just driven the equivalent of his
whole country, plus Austria.
In his travels across Canada, Hanel
had numerous first time experiences.
He caught a fish on the Bow River, saw
the mountains in Banff, and observed a
mother grizzly and her cubs in Kananaskis. Even the vastness of the prairie
was shocking to him, he said, due to
the congestion and lack of open space
in Germany.
Like brothers
Although they had a stark difference in
personality, Hanel and Mikhail quickly
became like family.
“Maybe we didn’t have the same
interests,” Mikhail said. “But I still loved
him like a little brother.”
Brenda Ortlieb, Mikhail’s mother, said
that Hanel really came out of his shell
over the months he spent in Canada.
“He was such a nice, polite young
man. He definitely relaxed as time went
on. He was just a delight to have in our
home.”
Part of the exchange program meant
that Hanel spent three months going
to Mikhail’s high school. It didn’t take
him long to make an impact there.
“He came from a really small town
and he was always a shy kid,” Mikhail
said. “But after a while he joined the
volleyball team and found friends.
“By the time he left, there were
lots of people who just loved (Hanel).
People were going, ‘I’m gonna miss you
so much, and I hope we can see each
other later.’”
Hanel said that this trip to Canada
would not be his last.
“I’m going to try to go back, as (soon)
as I can,” he said. “Don’t know when.
But I’d definitely like to see my friends
from school and my family there.”
Switching Roles
Mikhail is set to have a similar experience when he arrives in Bürgstadt at
the beginning of March, but Hanel will
always be special to the whole Ortlieb
family.
“He really became part of the family,”
Ivan said. “He was such a kind student
and so very grateful. We miss him.”
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Young people saving
A tax-free savings account prepares young adults for their retirement
shannon galley | sgalley@cjournal.ca

Young adults need to focus more on saving for the future.

S

avings and retirement may not be at the forefront
of young adult’s minds, especially those who are
in school. But the sooner they can start saving, the
better off they will be in the long term.
Brock Robillard, a 24-year-old accounts manager at
Hamilton and Partners, said that he advised his friends
and younger brother of the benefits of a tax-free savings
account. He thinks that many young people do not
think about their financial futures, and lack the financial
knowledge to do so.
“A lot of people come out of school with a lot of debt
and they don’t think that far ahead. They may have
other priorities like rent, vacations, or just having a good
time,” Robillard said.
A tax-free savings account is an account that is very
low risk and a good option for young people because
there are no tax deductions and they can take out
money whenever they want to without penalty.
The government of Canada’s Tax Free Savings Account website says the tax-free savings account is “a
flexible, registered general-purpose savings vehicle that
allows Canadians to earn tax-free investment income to
more easily meet lifetime savings needs. It complements
existing registered savings plans like the RRSP and the
RESP.”
Robillard says that even putting a little bit of money
away will make a big difference in the long run. “It is
about getting through to people that the earlier they
start saving, the better.”
“We had a chart in the office showing someone who
started saving at age 25 and someone who started saving at age 35. The person who started 10 years earlier is
going to have double the amount of money,” he said.
“Some people think, ‘65, I’ll think about that when
the time comes,’ but it is important to think about your
financial future,” he adds.
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Young adults often focus on paying off other debts,
especially student loans.
Financial advisor Ian Pavey says that student loan
debt isn’t necessarily bad debt and that young
adults should put away any money they can as soon
as possible.

“A lot of people come out
of school with a lot of debt
and they don’t think that far
ahead. They may have other
priorities like rent, vacation,
or just having a good time.”
– Brock Robillard,
financial planner
“If they’re coming out of school with debt, interest
rates should be low. Their loan is tax deductible, and
hopefully they will be in a position to get a good
job. There is nothing wrong with student loan debt,”
Pavey said.
“Credit card debt is the bad debt that gets people
into trouble,” he adds.
Pavey said that education is important when it
comes to money, and that young adults may not be
aware of the options the government offers to Canadians to save money.

Pavey also said that people aren’t educated about
their financial future and some assume that the government will just take care of them in retirement. But in reality, he said, government pensions will not be enough, so
putting money away throughout a career is important.
The tax-free savings account offered by the government is a way for the government to try to encourage
people to start saving, Pavey said, “It is a flexible way to
save money.”
Thinking about their financial future
Colin Jabusch, a 22-year-old accounting student at
Mount Royal University, or MRU, opened a tax-free savings account on Jan. 1, 2012.
“I took a retirement planning course at MRU which
was beneficial,” he said, adding that the course made
him more aware of his financial options for saving. He
said he also thought about opening up an RRSP but
right now the fees for the account would be too much
for his small amount of savings.
Susan Norris is a 26-year-old who opened an RRSP
when she graduated from Memorial University in 2009.
She knew that she wanted to buy a house when she
moved to Calgary and wanted to take advantage of a
home buyer’s plan.
She bought her house in Calgary within six months of
graduating at the age of 24.
Norris said that saving isn’t complicated and can be
accessible to anyone. She said creating various savings
accounts on top of a pension plan is important.
Norris saved up money in a high interest savings account and worked on and off during school while going
to university and living at home in Newfoundland.
“You want to take advantage of it while you’re young.
It is not something that you want to think about when
you’re retiring. You’ll have missed out on years of potential savings,” she adds.
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2012 Interior Design Trends
Designers say Calgarians prefer to add trends in easily interchangeable small doses
SHANNON GALLEY I sgalley@cjournal.ca

T

rends in home décor change every year, but
Calgarians like to stick to what they know - and
they know what they like. As evidenced by the
growing market in interior design and trends that are
forecasted for 2012.
Interior design inspirations sprout from trends seen
on the runways. They come through high fashion,
popular culture and colour trends that are determined partly by the Color Marketing Group which
“forecasts colour design directions.”
Sarah Richardson is a designer and host of Sarah’s
House on Home and Garden Television. She spoke
about 2012 trends at the Calgary Homexpo Jan. 15 at
the BMO Centre at Stampede Park.
Her talk focused on colour becoming trendy and
explained different ways to add colour to your home
in small doses. Richardson says this is best done
through accessories and accents.
The Pantone colour of the year is Tangerine Tango,
Richardson says. This is basically an orange colour
that can be added to a scheme in small ways.
Richardson talked about changing trends including the use of beige in the last 10 years, a swing from
steels to brass, a shift from contemporary to more
traditional, and more tones focusing on grey.
“There is no limit to the number of neutrals that
can be layered,” Richardson says. “Take many, many
different colours and layer them all together with
neutrals.”
Bright colours are good in small doses
Calgary interior designers say that trends only last so
long and it is more important to focus on what you
like, and what will look good for a long time.
Nyla Free is an interior designer with her own design company, Nyla Free Designs in Calgary. She says
some trends she is seeing in 2012 are more colour
and prints and adding colour through fabrics and
patterns.
“Colour and pattern, the two can go hand-in-hand;
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Sarah Richardson speaking at the Calgary
Homexpo
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A collection of paint swatches show-casing the colour trends of 2012 in both bold and neutral tones.
Calgarians would be more inclined to use those in
small doses against a neutral pallet,” Free says.
Tracy Wharton of Wharton Interior Design notes
similar things in an email when it comes to trends.
“Canadians will often opt for a neutral backdrop
in their homes and
incorporate hits of
colour through accessories such as toss
cushions, rugs, lamps,
artwork or even accent walls,” Wharton
says.
“If one does wish
to try and follow seasonal trends, this is a
much easier and more realistic way to do so as many
of those elements can be switched out fairly easily.”
Wharton says in her practice she doesn’t like to follow trends too much and chooses to focus more on
“sustainable design.”
“Longer-term colour trends are much more
worthwhile paying attention to in my opinion. These
trends tend to last 10-20 years. They are what keep
rooms from feeling dated, whereas shorter-term colour trends may make a room feel more dated if not
done carefully and with restraint,” Wharton says.
Free says that Calgarians are very sophisticated
with their interior style and in her experience they
might like to know what the trending style is, but
won’t necessarily want to use that in their home.

“When people are spending a lot of money on something such as a sofa they may not be inclined to do
the ‘Tangerine Tango,’” Free says.
By adding bright colours such as “Tangerine
Tango” in accents such as pillows, vases, lamps and
other accessories
there isn’t as much
commitment to the
colour or trend, and
letting people can
experiment against a
neutral background.

“I like to be in control of the
trends rather than letting the
trends being in control of me”
				
—Janice Zingel

know what you
like
Janice Zingel, a native Calgarian, takes pride in the design and appearance of her home. Zingel, who is currently updating
her kitchen, says she is interested in trends, but
knows which trends will work for her and which ones
won’t.
“You have to give yourself permission to go with
what you love, I look at trends and then decide if they
are right for me.”
Zingel says she tries to focus on a more timeless
look by incorporating classic pieces into her home
décor.
“I like to be in control of the trends rather than
letting the trends being in control of me,” Zingel says.
“The bright colours are more for tropical places, and
don’t necessarily work in Canada.”
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An unexpected career path
How a local developer went from zoology to video games
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Sean Dunkley has advice for aspiring video game developers.

L

ife after post-secondary education
is a daunting concept for many
graduating university students. That
was the case for local freelance video
game developer Sean Dunkley, who
attended the University of Calgary
more than a decade ago.
Dunkley majored in zoology at U
of C, but today he works as a video
game developer in the city. His
journey towards a career in game
development has been less than

conventional, but he has no regrets
about taking the road less travelled.
Dunkley’s love for video games
stems from when he was a child
growing up in Thailand.
“Over in Asia, its very easy to get
video games,” Dunkley said. “From
the ages of 13 to 16, I just consumed
video games.”
Dunkley did not understand how deep
his love for video games was at the time,
it was just something he did for fun.

Michael Chan | mchan@cjournal.ca

Things changed when he began
playing with games at their most
basic level and began exploring coding. Once Dunkley understood the
variables behind game coding, he
found the possibilities were endless
within the games.
“I found that I could change the
games entirely,” Dunkley said. “I
could change the physics, the mechanics and the logic.”

into something complex.
“That was the secret to Super
Nintendo games,” Dunkley said. “It
allows us to make large levels without taking up too much space on the
chip.”
Because of Dunkley’s knowledge
of creating complex levels in a game,
it became the catalyst towards his
career within the industry of developing video games.

A BRIEF DETOUR
Once he finished his degree, Dunkley
found himself at a loss for what to
do in life. He found himself more and
more disenchanted with a career in
zoology, and found that he had no
desire to pursue a career in the field.
In a change of direction, he found
himself turning to art, working as a
free-lance artist. His work as an artist
led him back to video games. He
landed a job with a Calgary based
video game publisher and developer
company, called Orbital Media.
“At first, it was just an art job,”
Dunkley said. “Then I started getting
pulled into the design meetings because they were trying to find ways
of optimizing the games.”
Dunkley was one of the few
people who understood the concept
of tiling – a way of taking just a few
graphic pieces and turning them

The Big Break
One of his most successful lines of
games came in the form of “Sally
Salon” and “Sally Spa” for the iOS
and PC. Dunkley worked on “Sally
Salon” with his partner at the time,
Dan Kratt, who thought the game
was never going to be finished.
Instead, “Sally Salon” achieved
tremendous success and was ranked
the best-selling game from the RealGames Family of Sites and Syndication Network in 2007. “Transformer”
movie star Megan Fox even raved
about the game on the “Jimmy Fallon Show.”
For anyone aspiring to break into
the coveted field of game design,
Dunkley has this advice: “Start making video games. You are way better
off joining a small community and
working on small projects to develop
your skills.”

Calgarians take gaming to next level
Growth in creative industries sought to diversify Alberta’s economy

GEOFFREY PICKETTS | gpicketts@cjournal.ca

L

aurie Gloge started the organization Creative
Calgary three years ago with one purpose: to
bring creative talent together and put Calgary on
the software development map.
“I believe that creative Calgarians out there just
need to find each other,” she said.
She started by bringing Global Game Jam to
Calgary, an annual event that takes place in cities
around the world where teams compete to formulate and develop a video game in one weekend’s
time.
“The first year, people were just coming for the
pizza,” Gloge said. “This year we had people with
3-D skills, mentors from the industry and media
present.”
Henry Hy participated in the 2012 Global Game
Jam in Calgary and was impressed by the high
calibre attendees.
“If I hadn’t come I would never have met some of
the people actually working in the (software development) industry,” Hy said.
He added that his dream job is to develop video
games for a studio.
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and Electronic Arts moving in and pouring investLuke Azevedo also has worked hard to spur digital art culture in Calgary.
ments into new jobs and infrastructure for the local
As the commissioner of film, television and creeconomies there.
ative industries for the Calgary Economic DevelopGloge said that she would like to see similar
investment in digital design from Alberta’s oil and
ment organization, he is currently involved in talks
gas sector.
with the provincial government for digital arts
“We need to diversify our
funding.
For instance, “If a great
economy,” she said, expressing
idea with potential for comconcerns about Alberta’s heavy
economic reliance on fossil
mercial success came out of
Global Game Jam, how do
fuels.
“Oil and gas aren’t the only
you help them?” he asked.
Currently, there is little
resources Alberta has. Creativity
support in Alberta from the
and innovation are resources
too.”
public or private sector.
For Gloge, Calgary’s ideal fu“In other provinces, one
ture includes “multiple (software
of the areas of growth that
is now getting investment
– Laurie Gloge, Creative Calgary development) studios, better
from provincial governments
commercial connections to
is around gaming and (cell
other cities like Vancouver and
Montreal, and more people from Calgary participatphone) apps,” Azevedohe said.
He said that in Ontario and B.C., government
ing in international events like the Game Developers
Conference in San Francisco.”
incentives have led to big companies like Ubisoft

“Oil and gas aren’t
the only resources
Alberta has. Creativity
and innovation are
resources too.”
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Roadside memorials:
A silent reminder to slow down

LENS
At 11:55 p.m., on June 5, 2011, Amrullah Safari, 20, and Tina Nguyen,
16, died after being thrown from
a Honda CRV, that also contained
three other occupants. The CRV rolled
several times while exiting southbound Stoney Trail onto westbound
McKnight Boulevard. Alcohol was a
factor, and Billal Abbou, 21, has been
charged with six offences, including
impaired driving causing death.
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New drinking and driving legislation could give police
‘a little more teeth,’ officer says

oadside memorials are often put up at the site of an
accident by family and friends to honour those who died
tragically.
Flowers, words, stuffed animals, photos and other religious
memorabilia are usually a part of the myriad of roadside memorials found across Calgary – sometimes as simple as an unmarked
cross.
“There is no confusion in terms of what we’re going to do,”
said Alison Redford, on a recording available on the premier’s
website, regarding the proposed new legislation on drinking and
driving which would change the legal limit from .08 to .05.

Faton Doberdolani, 37, and Verena
Simnica, 24, died in a two-vehicle collision on McKnight Boulevard. Police
said they were waiting to turn onto
Deerfoot Trail when a car slammed
into the back of their vehicle at high
speed, pushing it more than 50 metres. Police have charged 23-year-old
Ryan Thomas Kramer with impaired
driving causing death, among another half a dozen charges.

Const. Jim Lebedeff says that the new law gives the police a
little more teeth.
“We’re not saying, don’t go out there and be festive, just don’t
drink and drive.”
In 2011, the Calgary Police Service said that there were eight
fatal deaths in Calgary due to impaired driving.
In 2008, the Schulich School of Engineering at the University of
Calgary did a study on the effects of roadside memorials on passing drivers. The study, which can be found online at the University’s website, suggested that in some instances, these memorials
can actually make people drive more carefully.

Just after 3:00 a.m. on January 8, a
northbound Toyota Yaris flew into
the Shaganappi Trail intersection
and smashed into a Mercedes sedan. The passenger of the Yaris and
solo occupant of the Mercedes were
killed. The victims have been identified as 20-year-old Arshdeep Brar and
21-year-old Danni-Victoria Russell.
Although alcohol was not a factor
in the death of Coral Wilson, 14, it
still serves as a reminder for Calgarians to slow down. Her silver Halo, or
Honour A Loved One, is a memorial
band that’s installed around a street
light, and offered by the city in lieu of
roadside memorials.
The memorial for James Gregory Paul and Arash Karimian,
both 20, stands on John Laurie
Boulevard. Police suspect alcohol was a factor in the crash.
Karimian, a passenger, died in
the hospital from his injuries.
Paul, the driver, died at the
scene.
On Oct. 30, 2011, they were two
out of three people travelling
in the car northbound on John
Laurie Boulevard around 1:30
a.m. at a high rate of speed.
The car allegedly ran a red light
and was hit by a truck. The
third passenger, who was in
the backseat, suffered minor
injuries.
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Calgary’s hope as cultural center rests
on revamping cowboy image
City’s increasing diversity should help establish a new identity

JESSICA CLARK | jclark@cjournal.ca
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In order for Calgary to live up to her cultural reputation, her cowboy image needs to fade. Painting by Eric Louie and courtesy of the Art Gallery of Calgary.

T

his year celebrates the 100th anniversary of a few of Calgary’s largest cultural
institutions, including the Pumphouse Theatre, Theatre Junction GRAND, the
Calgary Public Library and the Calgary Stampede. And to mark the occasion,
what do you buy the city that has everything? Well, a designation from the government of Canada as cultural capital for 2012 was a good start.
But in a place where metal bull-testicles hang from trailer hitches, can Calgary
really claim cultural status? And how can a city with “yahoo” as her mantra compete
with Canadian culture powerhouses like Montreal, Toronto, Ottawa and Vancouver?
It’s definitely an uphill battle, but Calgary is making headway.
A study conducted by Hill Strategy Research Inc. indicated that Calgary ranked
third out of the five largest Canadian cities for net cultural investment in 2009 — at
$42 per capita. This represented a 175 per cent increase from previous years and
dwarfed Toronto’s paltry $19 per capita and only 14 per cent increase.
The study also highlighted the importance of cultural growth for municipalities.
A city with a strong cultural sense attracts residents and investors.
Greater diversity of residents and investors should then contribute to cultural
growth.
Calgary is the third-most ethnically diverse city in the country. Statistics Canada
indicates that 23% of Calgarians identify themselves as immigrants.
These numbers reflect an increase in diversity and the changing cultural landscape in Calgary.
“Dismantling the Scarecrow: An Exploration into Calgary’s cultural coming of
age,” is a Dalton Camp Award winning essay. In it, writer Nancy Black says, “A visit
downtown on Stampede Parade day reveals a diverse citizenry. Families of multiple
ethnicities line the parade route to enjoy the cultural panorama.”
So, why then is there the push for designation as a cultural capital? If Calgary
were truly secure in her culture she wouldn’t need a title.
It’s almost as though this city is waving a gold star in the face of her siblings Montreal, Vancouver, Ottawa and Toronto. And those ladies went platinum years ago.
What’s still holding Calgary back?
Black says there is “an important distinction between a city that happens to
be culturally diverse and one that is truly cosmopolitan, defining the latter as not
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something which can be inferred from diversity in itself.”
Calgary’s cowboy-centric past overshadows any cultural advancement the city
makes. Because for as long as Calgary has held status as a city, she’s celebrated and
found definition in the Calgary Stampede.
And this represents the greatest obstacle to overcome in establishing Calgary as
a cultural force in Canada. How can anyone hope to be taken seriously while wearing leather chaps?
But the culture in Calgary really does extend beyond the 10 days of Stampede in
July.
Not a weekend goes by in the summer when there isn’t a cultural festival paying
reverence to another corner of the world.
And a rotation of monthly open mic nights or poetry readings cycle through coffee houses, teashops, pubs and even the Tubby Dog restaurant.
Organizations such as Calgary Arts Development have also recognized the city’s
cultural strides and her need for continued growth.
In 2007, Calgary Arts Development outlined a plan to create more public art
spaces. The intention was to use “the Calgary Exhibition and Stampede Park as a
year-round festival hub and community gathering place.”
But I believe cowboy culture still needs to giddy-up and make room for more
permanent arts and culture spaces — because this town ain’t big enough for the
both of ‘em.
And Calgary’s centennial anniversary is our chance to embrace a coming of age.
An opportunity to show the rest of Canada what her citizens have known for years
— that she possesses cultural staying power.
Even Calgary’s mayor, Naheed Nenshi, recognizes the value of expanding culturally. In a press release he said, “Being the Cultural Capital of Canada adds to the
cache Calgary already has as a culturally vibrant and diverse city. We’ve had over
100 years of amazing cultural activity; this is another reason to celebrate and make
sure all of Canada and the rest of the world takes notice of our cultural wealth.”
Clearly, the designation as 2012 cultural capital of Canada provides flattery and
an increase in resources for a city already pioneering arts and culture.
But what’s in a name?
Just — stop referring to her as Cowtown.
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Calgarians talk culture
T

he nomination of Calgary as shared cultural
capital of Canada for 2012 has generated
opinions regarding the status of Calgary’s arts and
cultural scene. Calgary Journal reporters spoke
with a number of people who have an interest in
one aspect or another of Calgary’s arts scene.
While some feel that Cowtown’s arts scene
needs more development, others are more optimistic about the current state of Calgary’s cultural
scene.
With contributions from Celeste de Muelenaere,
Hannah Kost, Vern McGill, Trevor Presiloski and
Alyssa Quirico.

Christian Bök
Experimental poet, University of Calgary
English professor
“My friend Darren Wershler and I, in our late
30s, were the youngest experimental poets in
Toronto. That is not a very good sign for things
to come, whereas out here, at 36, I would be
the oldest. That suggests a far more positive
future. I certainly think that Calgary is the best
place in Canada to be a young poet.”

Randy Hutchings
Musician

Morgan Garvin
New media specialist

“Here, there’s less of
a community. All the
different genres have
all different circles.
I think it would take
someone that is
willing to go out and
lobby all the musicians to get together
and be on the same
page.”

“Calgary does have
facilities such as the
Glenbow, and there
are tons of small design firms, but there
is no real community
just for fun. If there
is, it’s just harder to
find.”

Martin Rouse
Phoenix Comics
“Perhaps. But it’s
not something
that would be
noticeable in
our business. If
anything, there has
been a decrease
in the comic book
industry over the
last five years.”
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James Sitter
Juno Nominated
Illustrator
“It’s cool to be a part
of developing art in
Calgary, but it’s kind
of a trade-off; instead
of building off the
base of an art scene,
you’re more building
that base. I think it’s
Haley McClure
harder to accidenBox office assistant for Vertigo Theatre
tally bump into art
here, you have to put
“I think we are worthy of the title of cultural capital, in a bit more effort.”
but I do feel that there is a need for more kids
theatre or things for teenagers to do and see. We
don’t have enough funding for the arts at schools
in Alberta.”
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Addicted to alcoholics

A co-dependent’s struggle to stop trying to help others and focus on helping herself
JESSICA CLARK | jclark@cjournal.ca
Her words made me furious. This meant acknowledging I had a problem — when clearly,
it was the alcoholics around me who had the
issue. It’s not me; it’s them.
But things had begun in a slow progression,
and I was conditioned to think that this hurt
and disappointment was normal. And that I was
not worth more. If my relationships failed then
it was a matter of my inability to provide support and comfort to the addict. I blamed myself.
It was all I’d ever known.

Love is not found in the bottom of a bottle.

R

omantic relationships are difficult for me.
Well, they are tough for everybody. But if
Shakespeare were around, soliciting ideas
for his next tragedy, I would be in his fave-five
cellphone contacts.
After breakups, friends and family offer me
the same unsolicited advice, “It’s not you; it’s
him.”
But it’s not him; it’s me. I fall in love with
alcoholics.
A VICIOUS CYCLE
I learned in an introductory psychology class
that alcoholism is a disease. And it seems the
symptoms flare up with the same persistence
and embarrassment as herpes.
Imagine meeting a charming, charismatic guy
at a bar on Friday evening. You like the same
music and movies. You understand one another
with such profundity it almost feels scripted. He
compliments you. He’s sincere. You swoon.
A few months into your relationship things
are still splendid. You make plans to have dinner at his house. You show up. He’s Mr. Hyde to
Dr. Jekyll. Red-eyed, sitting on the couch in his
underwear, anger emanates from him.
You’re not sure what’s wrong. But you, and
he, convince each other that the blame is yours
to bear.
You listen while he laments his life. He spent
his last $20 on a case of beer. Can he borrow
some cash until the end of the month?
The morning after is sober apologies and I
love you. But it’s a temporary holding pattern
until the next depressed, gin-soaked episode.
A TIMELINE OF LOVERS
There was one guy, whose occasional binge
drinking saw him passed out on the bathroom
floor, lips pressed on the toilet. Another came

Photo: Jessica Clark/Calgary Journal

to bed with the taste of rum on his mouth — he
kept a bottle under the bathroom sink. Next,
was an intellectual with a penance for Guinness,
fights to prove futile points and long stretches
of disappearing without notice. One played
such games of manipulation he convinced me I
would never do better. I was not worth more.
There were nights where I was convinced I
had descended into madness. I awoke to dozens
of hangover mornings, feasted on coffee and
Advil, my lips stained with red wine. I went to
sleep, exhausted from sobbing, my throat sore
from screaming for attention.
There were endless cycles where we hated
one another and loved one another, fought and
made-up again and again and again.
Part of me felt that my presence was making
a difference. But I was simply another twisted
enabler.
I loaned obscene amounts of money, indebted my credit card at liquor stores, kept quiet
while they flirted with other women, bailed
them out of jail, mediated fist fights, held my
tongue when they took their anger out on me,
assured them I loved them for all of their faults.
And in return, was assured of their love for
me — assured that I was the only thing in their
lives that mattered, but I would always take a
backseat to their vice.

A CHANCE TO HEAL
I long to hold onto the wonderful men I first
fell in love with — those loving, attentive and
exciting individuals with whom I spent long
evenings discussing literature. I miss humid
summer nights on patios listening to live music,
walks along the river, road trips to ridiculous
rural destinations and dancing to jazz in living
rooms.
It’s heartbreaking to be the center of someone’s
universe one moment and then ignored the next.
But that feeling of love is something I’m trying to
build from within.
The dialogue has started.
The greatest challenge is accepting that the addict’s behaviour has nothing to do with me. When
he goes off on a guilt-trip, or begins a game of
manipulation, it is not my burden to bear. I have
the strength to distance myself, and when I cannot muster that strength I have support from those
dearest to me.
I loved these men — I will always love these men.
Now, I’m finding ways to love myself.

ADMITTING THE PROBLEM
This revelation manifested last summer. My
mother — seeing my self-destructive behaviour,
sensing I was unhappy — took me aside for an
intervention.
My father is a recovering alcoholic, so Mom
knows the warning signs. She is a veteran of the
co-dependent. She offered her wisdom. “You
need to confront the issue. Until you deal with
everything you will always, always attract alcoholics. It’s all you’ve ever known.”
Photo: Jessica Clark/Calgary Journal
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The day I nearly died

I remember the sound of the train’s horn as I slid into its view
LISA TAYLOR | ltaylor@cjournal.ca
but in that moment, I was aware of every detail.
Keith Urban was singing “Somebody Like You”
as my knuckles turned white from clenching the
steering wheel. I remember the crunching and
grinding sound of my brakes. I pressed down
on the pedal so hard that my toes cramped up
from the pressure. The sound of the train’s horn
screamed as I slid into its view.
Most of all I remember the multitude of
thoughts racing through my mind. I thought —
this is it.
At 20, my life will be cut short.
There were still so many things I hadn’t done.
Why hadn’t I done them? Why hadn’t I lived every
day to the fullest? It never occurred to me that I
wouldn’t have tomorrow to do those things. Now
there would be no tomorrow.
I hadn’t taken the time to tell my loved ones
how much they meant to me, and now I would
never have the chance. I prayed that I had done
enough to get to heaven. I prayed that my family
would be okay without me.
I thought and I prayed until my truck shook as
the train flew by nearly five inches in front of me. I
must have had a guardian angel with me that day
because I stopped just in time.

Back where the train almost hit me.

I

t was the day after the first snowfall of the
year. With my iPod plugged into the dash of
my truck, I bobbed my head to country music.
I took in the beautiful prairie fields and roads
where I could drive for miles without meeting
another vehicle.
It was a beautiful day that was about to go horribly wrong.
The sun glistened off the ice that had formed on
the back roads to my family’s farm. My step-dad
had just put winter tires on my truck. As I drove, I
felt confident and prepared for the road ahead.
During the drive to High River to visit my mom,
I reminisced about childhood days —
 playing in
the barn, climbing our crabapple tree and racing
my horse around the fields.
Then about half a kilometer ahead of me, something caught my eye. A silver van had stopped.
The van hadn’t pulled off to the side of the road,
but was right in the middle of it.
I recalled that my bus driver would drop off
some of my classmates at this small hamlet called
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Mazeppa. Most people were so familiar with the
local train tracks that they would roll through
them – but not my school bus.
The bus driver would stop,
turn off the radio, open the
door and look and listen for any
signs of a train coming.
When I received my driver’s
license, I never stopped at those
tracks. You could always see the
train coming from a distance.
As my daydreams quickly
disintegrated, I realized the van
had stopped for a reason — a
train was coming. I was far enough away that I
was certain I could stop in time. This was until I
realized that my new winter tires were no match
for the ice underneath.

WHAT YOU CAN DO TO EXERCISE CAUTION
There were precautions that I could have taken to
avoid this situation.
“In the type of situation where you’re approaching a rural farm crossing, you have to be looking
both ways in advance,” says Kevin Hrysak, spokesman for Canadian Pacific Railway Ltd.
“If you do see a train approaching, be sure to
give yourself ample room to come to a slow stop,
so that you don’t slide towards the crossing.”
The Transportation Safety Board of Canada’s
website says that there were 959 railway accidents
in 2011. 154 of those accidents were crossing accidents. 23 were fatalities.
In my case, after the four-car train passed, I realized that I had not seen it coming because it was
short and hidden by bushes.
I began driving again after exchanging a wideeyed look with the man in the van. I owed him
my life. If he hadn’t been there I wouldn’t have
slowed down. The train would have got me.
But as I drove, shock started
to hit me. I began shaking so
uncontrollably that I had to
pull off the road. I cried out of
relief and I cried out of fear. I
cried out of joy and I cried out
of anger at myself for being
so careless. At that moment, I
realized how extremely grateful
I was for the beautiful life I had
been given.
From that day forward, I decided I wasn’t going to let anything hold me back from saying
the things I needed to say and doing the things I
needed to do.
I’ve heard it before: we need to live each day to
the fullest because we never know what tomorrow
could bring, but it took a near-death experience
for me to fully understand the meaning of this.

“I felt my heart
drop to the bottom
of my stomach.”

I BEGAN TO PANIC
I felt my heart drop to the bottom of my stomach. Nausea ensued. The brain usually forgets the little things,
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Adrienne Clarkson argues immigration is vital
Being Santa

‘Room for Us All’ says Canada is vibrant, prosperous and thrives due to cultural diversity
KARRY TAYLOR | ktaylor@cjournal.ca
Santa reflects on some of his favorite memories
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No mask to hide behind

A chance to view homelessness on Calgary streets oﬀers a glimpse into humanity
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Calgary celebrates 100 years
of recreation and arts

Activities for 2012 focused on engaging children and increasing tourism

April Ip | aip@cjournal.ca
Beth Gignac said that in
2012, the cultural year will
feature Nuit Blanche, a
community partnership
with the international
movement of an outdoor
visual arts festival.
Nuit Blanche is an allnight event that includes
museums and art galleries
open to the public free
of charge. This will be the
first year Calgary wll host
such an event.

INCREASED TOURISM
Through government
funding for events like
Nuit Blanche, an increase
in tourism is anticipated.
Ian Chiclo, from Tourism Calgary said that
the Conference Board
of Canada forecasted a
growth of three per cent
in overnight visits for
Photo: April Ip/Calgary Journal
2012.
To honour Calgary’s cultural centennial, Village Square Leisure Centre will showcase a variety of childrens’ artwork.
Bryne said, “With everynamed The Canadian Bond. The installation will remain
algary’s recreation and arts program was sparked
thing
that
Calgary
is
doing,
the
word
is definitely out
on display at the Village Square Leisure Centre for the
in 1912 when a local mother sent a letter to the
there.”
duration of 2012.
city asking for more activities to support children.
She said that the Calgary Stampede is getting an
“Basically it was an appeal to keep children out of
international
reach this year and has been ranked ninth
ENTWINING ARTS WITH HEALTHY LIVING
trouble and engage them in something healthy,” said
for
world
events
to attend in 2012.
Going hand-in-hand with Calgary’s recreation programs is
Teresa Byrne, project manager for recreation centennial
“People are starting to see that Calgary has a trementhe city’s long and rich arts culture.
celebrations 2012.
dous amount to offer.”
Conway said that there are vast numbers of children’s
In response to the plea, Calgary built a few supervised
More information on monthly events can be found at
programs combining the arts with outdoor activities. He
playgrounds and outdoor pool facilities. It has since
cocmp.com
added that Calgary has evolved from its rural roots to
grown to support 2 million Calgarians participating in an
numerous before-and-after-school child programs, soccer
assortment of leisure activities.
fields, arenas and art camps.
The city now has 1 million recreation and art program
“This is a golden opportunity to recognize what a
participants on a regular basis.
sophisticated group we have become,” he said.“100 years
“We boast 19 arenas, 12 aquatic fitness centres, 11
of success really shows that were not just a city out in the
athletic centres, six golf courses, two leisure centres, two
west, but that we are a city fully engaged in our cultural
art centres, a sailing school and support 250 plus festivals
spirit.”
and events in Calgary each year,” Byrne said.
May 2012 will mark the 25th anniversary of the ChilThis year the city looked at planning cultural and
dren’s Art Show. The North Mount Pleasant Arts Centre
healthy living events for each month. Different months
and The Wildflower Arts Centre, both city- owned centres,
will have feature activities such as experimental art shows,
will recognize kids and their art achievements.
aquatic fitness and musical performances.
Conway is especially proud of his daughters, 13-yearold Carley Chomiak and 16-year-old Sydney Conway, who
HOCKEY STICKS AS ART
have had their artwork showcased at the annual art show
Many volunteers have stepped up to assist in the yearin years past.
long celebration.
Byrne said, “Over the course of the year instructors are
In January, approximately 24 volunteers helped out at
seeing children create tons of creative pieces. Some jourthe Hockey Day in Canada event.
neys have encompassed some very talented work.”
Phil Conway, volunteer for January celebrations said,
She said the pieces collected over the year will be
“The Hockey Hall of Fame interactive display was really
juried just like a regular art show and then put on display
neat to see. A volunteer artist was on site creating an
at Museum of Contemporary Arts (MOCA) Gallery in the
ongoing sculpture of used and donated hockey sticks.”
city’s downtown core.
Byrne added that “the development of the hockey stick
“Children are invited to the grand opening where
Photo: April Ip/Calgary Journal
installation and other components of the sculpture were
mayor Naheed Nenshi will be there to meet them,” she
created by children and adults who love hockey.”
The Canadian Bond, constructed by Matthew
added.
Local artist Matthew Bourree developed the sculpture,
Arts and culture manager with the City of Calgary,
Bouree, was made using donated hockey sticks.

C
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Performing arts program
gives special needs kids
a stage and a purpose
Youth Singers latest initiative offers
children with disabilities
more than a place to belong
JEAN SYMBORSKI | jsymborski@cjournal.ca

Photo: Sofia Lugo/Calgary Journal

Sarah Zamponi, 13, concentrates on her script as teacher Stefanie
Lyall comments and asks students what they think.

Storybook Theatre aims to
teach beyond acting abilities
SOFIA LUGO | slugo@cjournal.ca

S

itting in chairs forming a circle,
the kids from the senior class each
hold scripts they wrote together for the
show they will perform in a few weeks.
Minutes before, they all talked
excitedly and joked around, now they
concentrate on rehearsing lines.
Some still feel nervous to let go, but
for others, this is not their first time as a
part of these lessons.
Sarah Zamponi, 13, first came to
camp two years ago, and has attended
most of the seasons in this year-round
school. When she joined, Sarah recognized she was interested in acting and
would possibly like to make a career
out of it.
“When I realized I wanted to do
something with it I started taking some
classes and I have so much fun here. I
love it,” she says. “I never stopped. I just
kept coming back.”
Sarah is enrolled in the senior class,
along with 11 other kids between the
ages of 13 and 18. They are taught
valuable acting skills during the course
of the camp, but part of the work is
based on developing personal skills.
Stefanie Lyall, senior class instructor,
says the camps allow kids to grow as
individuals and explore who they are.
“You don’t just learn how to act like a
clown,” Lyall says. “I mean, you do, and
it’s great, but you build confidence,
you build a sense of security, you learn
about yourself.”
Through her experience, Sarah says
she has learned more about herself.
She says the camps have helped her “as
a person and as a performer.”
During Lyall’s classes, the first half
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is dedicated to teaching skills, such
as movement, voice work, technical
theatre and improvisation, among others. The second half is when the group
works on developing, writing and
rehearsing the show.
She says the idea is to give the kids a
“well-rounded view of theatre.”
12-year-old student Jesica Pearce
says, “Since there’s no judging allowed,
I find it pretty comfortable after a few
days and it’s really fun.”
Also in the senior class, Rachel Hardy,
13, says she feels comfortable working
with the other kids.
“I make a lot of good friends here,”
she says.
During the fall, winter and spring
camps the kids get three hours a week
during a 10 week period. The summer
sessions differ in that the sessions are
over 10 days from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.
But for every session and every age
group — junior, intermediate and
senior — the kids get to work on a
performance they present at the end of
the camp to friends and family.
Sarah says: “You can work in a
production; you can write it yourself.
It’s great performing something that
you’ve made.
“It really feels like you’re putting
something that you’ve done on display.”
Strilchuk says that, while the final
work is important, instructors concentrate more on the process rather than
the product they present.
Lyall adds that developing their
qualities to become better people is
most beneficial for the kids.

R

osy cheeks and children’s grins
STAR will be offered to special
spread ear to ear are carried down
needs children, eight to 15. The acthe hallway to a cheerful tune of
cessible program, which launches
laughter as they greet their parents.
officially in the fall, aims to provide a
For 10 weeks, these kids are part
creative, yet structured performing
of a pilot program for special needs
arts environment for those involved.
children through the Youth Singers of
Described as the first program of its
Calgary.
kind in Calgary, STAR’s trial programs
“Most of the kids wanted to be
have been a learning experience for
on stage yesterday,” says Amanda
the directors and the children alike.
Croteau, director of the Youth Singers’
“We don’t have anything to comlatest initiative, Special Talents in Arts
pare to. We are that group for other
and Recreation — known as STAR.
groups to learn from. Not only are
For several years, Shirley Penner,
we working with children and giving
CEO and artistic director of Youth
them a brand new program, but we
Singers, wanted to dedicate a perare also giving the community a brand
forming arts program to children with
new program,” Croteau says.
cognitive and behavioural disabilities.
As a Youth Singers veteran and with
But a lack of financial support and
professional experience at the Special
space at their
Olympics, Crodowntown locateau has high
tion prevented
expectations for
her from broachthe children she
ing the idea any
works with.
further.
When some
When Youth
new children
Singers moved
joined the
in 2009 from the
trial program,
downtown locaCroteau says,
— Jennifer Morton
tion to a finished
“They wanted to
warehouse in
know, ‘What do
STAR program manager
Calgary’s southwe get to wear
east, Penner had
and what do we
the opportunity
get to show our
to take the necessary steps to make
family and friends?’”
her dreams of bringing a special needs
Jennifer Morton, STAR’s program
program to Youth Singers a reality.
manager, says, “Children that are fac“There was no way before we
ing additional challenges sometimes
moved into our own building that we
beat all of us in the enthusiasm game.”
could think about starting a program
Morton is a parent of a child with
like this,” Penner says.
special needs and she recognizes the
Last year, Penner received funding
need for such a program that encourto undergo a study to determine the
ages a sense of belonging and enhancneed for a program like this within the
es a child’s personal development.
city. After a year of research, she real“The kids put a lot of pressure on
ized that her initial feeling had been
themselves, they don’t want to just sit
correct and that there was no similar
around and play silly games, so why
program in Calgary. Once funding was
not share that?” she says.
secured at the end of last year, STAR
STAR is slated to officially launch in
was born.
September and the organizers hope
In January, Youth Singers began the
to run several 10 to 12 week programs
pilot of the two trial STAR programs.
throughout the year.
“In each pilot we are learning
“We want to make a community
what works and what doesn’t,” says
name for this community of kids,”
Croteau.
Morton says.

“We want to make
a community name
for this community
of kids.”
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Calgary photographer mentors homeless

Photo club offers an outlet for expression to city’s marginalized

Cat Schick, photographer, lends cameras to homeless to encourage engagement with photography medium.

O

(Above) Schick shows Karim the
technical aspects of photography.
(Below) Karim, hopes to continue to
develop his photographic skills.

Photos: Melissa Molloy / Calgary Journal

Schick’s art walk project is a part of the This Is My City intiative, which
provides artistic outlet for the city’s marginalized.
March 2012 | calgaryjournal.ca

n an unusually warm February day in Calgary, Karim,
has joined Cat Schick, a fine
art photographer, for a photo walk.
The outing is a few hours long stroll
through the downtown east side taking
pictures.
Currently a person experiencing
homelessness, Karim carries a walking
cane in one hand and an old red backpack in the other.
“Photography was my passion back
in Africa,” he says, referring to his
homeland, Tanzania.
“I wanted to get into it, but I never
got a chance to.”
Shortly after the walk has begun, the
digital point and shoot that Schick has
lent him stops working. She shuffles
through her bag of used cameras and
quickly offers him a new one.
“I find it a bit frustrating to just be
able to lend the camera to the client for
an hour and then (tell them) they have
to give it back,” she says. “I want them
to be able to keep the cameras and use
them between workshops.”
Schick says that a group of artists on
the This Is My City team are working to
organize and find support in the city so
programs like the photo club can get
the help needed to thrive.
This Is My City began as a municipally funded, multi-discipline art program
in 2009, which offered the city’s most
“ignored, shunned, looked down upon”
groups an opportunity to learn the arts.
After the funding for the initiative
was cut in early 2010, Schick and the
This Is My City crew – a group of 12
artists – decided to continue their work,
bringing art to the homeless. They are
now what Schick calls a “homeless,
homeless organization.”
Part of her work has been to reignite
the Calgary Drop-In and Rehab Centre’s
photo club – offering members of the
homeless community a chance to learn
about photographic “technique and
composition” through practice.
For Karim, the club means much
more than art for art’s sake – he sees
photography as a way of “moving up in
the world,” and perhaps even a means
of making a living in the future.

MELISSA MOLLOY | mmolloy@cjournal.ca

Photo: Melissa Molloy/ Calgary Journal

“But even if I don’t make money,” he
says, “I like taking photographs. I want
to know what is photographic and
now (the opportunity) has popped
up.”
For the next couple of hours, Karim
and Schick search the cityscape for
lights, angles and people to take snapshots of. Schick shares tips and other
photographic secrets from her experience as a veteran photographer.
As lunchtime at the Calgary Drop-In
and Rehab Centre approaches, Schick
and Karim part ways behind the black
bars of the shelter’s back entrance.
They make plans to meet again soon
for another lesson.
David Burke, volunteer and special
initiatives coordinator for the Alpha
House detox and shelter, says that
when Schick worked with his clients
while the This Is My City project still
had ample funding, her lesson plans
helped with much more than art
skills.
“In terms of addiction, any type of
expression is a good thing,” he says.
“People have to get out their feelings.
They have to break through denial. Art
can be a safe way to do that.
“Especially when you are in a shelter
environment.
“We miss working with (Schick),” he
says. “It really worked for people.”
Schick’s hope for the project to
continue remains strong.
“For the future, we hope to see longterm, consistent programming in all of
the (homeless) agencies,” she says.
“A long term goal would be to have
a location — somewhere in downtown where people, marginalized or
not, could come to have space to be
creative, teach and learn, and build
community.”
Arts tend to be low on the priority for non-profit homeless funding;
Schick says that she disagrees with the
notion that art is simply a luxury.
She says, “I would argue that arts
is extremely necessary for everyone’s
mental health.”
For more information on the This Is
My City project and events, check out
their blog: tmccalgary.wordpress.com
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Living artfully with Light and Soul Creations
At home with Calgary’s creative art collective

JESSICA CLARK | jclark@cjournal.ca

Photo: Jessica Clark/Calgary Journal

Dave Carlton (left) and Kai Cabunoc-Boettcher joke around in their rare downtime. The duo are also avid snowboarders and rock climbers.

T

he greatest artists of our time all had eccentric tics. Leonardo Da Vinci slept in 10 minute
bursts, Vincent van Gogh cut off his ear and
Andy Warhol obsessed about cats. The core collaborators for a group of Calgary designers and artists,
Light and Soul Creations, toss playing cards.
“That’s one of our secret skills — throwing playing
cards,” says Dave Carlton, co-founder of Light and
Soul Creations.
He grabs a playing card off the bookshelf to demonstrate. “Like this nine of diamonds,” He chucks the
card.
“We throw cards at each other, try to hit targets
and eventually stop when we decide ‘all right I don’t
want to be hit in the face anymore,’” he says.
His friend and co-collaborator, Kai CabunocBoettcher says, “It’s a fun team-building game.” He
catches the card. “You develop grace and agility and
reflexes.”
They developed this meditative practice in 2007
while spending time in their friend’s garage.
The duo both started out with ambitions for business. Cabunoc-Boettcher spent a year studying at the
University of Calgary’s Haskayne School of Business.
Carlton spent a year at Mount Royal University working towards a bachelor of business administration.
After a soul searching trip to Australia and countless hours in the garage, they decided to pursue
what they loved.
Carlton says, “We used to hang out a lot and talk
about life, and what we wanted to do, just get creative and crazy. Keep throwing ideas back and forth,”
he says.
Cabunoc-Boettcher adds, “With the help of the
hookah.”
What is Light and Soul Creations?
The group now operates with eight members who
range from artists to athletes. They launched their
latest clothing line this past December, with a focus
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on sustainability. All of the items are up-cycled —
constructed from recycled material. Their pieces are
for sale in Calgary at The Gallery on 17th Avenue, or
during events at Market Collective.
The group has created public art works throughout Calgary — including a mural in Chinatown, one
in Bowness and another planned for Canada Olympic
Park.
They also regularly attend and help organize
events such as Market Collective.
Of all the places in Canada to explore artistry, the
guys say that Calgary offers a unique setting.
“There’s a lot of opportunity because it’s such a
growing city,” Carlton says. “There are a lot of hungry
guys and girls out there who want to get creative
and build the culture and community. There’s a lot of
opportunity in that.”
Cabunoc-Boettcher says, “The grassroots art community is evolving naturally and it’s good to see. It’s
nice to be a part of it.”
Angel Guerra, creator of Market Collective, says,
“They’re awesome to work with.”
Evolving into the future
Light and Soul Creations also has plans to involve
themselves in urban farming.
Carlton says, “Light and Soul is about creating
community and culture. We’re an artist collective,
clothing company, crazy worm composters and
gardeners.
“It’s very broad,” he says. “We’re passionate people
supporting people with passions.”
Cabunoc-Boettcher adds, “It’s always evolving.
When we were young we wanted to live happy and
help other people live happy.
“But it’s evolving into helping people live their
passions with us living alongside them, giving back
as much as we can to the earth and community. And
enjoying the process,” he says.
The guys are very connected to their food — with
respect to its consumption and production.

Carlton works at an organic food market and is in
charge of the worm composting in their kitchen.
“We’re very healthy eaters,” he says.
He recently returned from a spin farming seminar
in Kelowna. The concept revolves around backyard
garden plots within the city.
Carlton says, “It’s interesting and eye opening and
amazing how easy it is. You rent out people’s backyards and in exchange for the use of space you give
them a box of food.”
Cabunoc-Boettcher says, “We want to start developing some urban farming here in Calgary. The goal
is to grow organic food and share that within the
community.”
He adds, “We’re seeing that if we want to take it to
the next level we need to change how we’re doing
things now. That’s something we’re trying to do —
evolve our practice. We’re getting to the point where
we want to extend our endeavours beyond clothing.”

Photo: Jessica Clark/Calgary Journal

Boettcher created this public mural on display in
downtown Bowness.
March 2011 | calgaryjournal.ca
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Community Events
Parents Quest for the Cure: A Night under the
Tzars Gala
March 10, The Westin Calgary , 320 4th Avenue S.W., 6 p.m.
For tickets visit www.kidscancercare.ab.ca

Images of Hope 2012
March 10, Hotel Arts, 119 - 12 Avenue S.W., 7 p.m.
Visit: www.regionalfertilityprogram.ca/fertilityfund6.
php

Comedy

Norm MacDonald
March 16 - 17, The Laugh Shop, 7 p.m. - 10 p.m.
For tickets visit: www.thelaughshopcalgary.com

Sean Lecomber
March 29 - 31, Yuk Yuk’s
For tickets visit: www.yukyuks.com

Sports

Calgary Baby Shower Show

The Spring Welcome Tournament

March 18, Blackfoot Inn, 12 p.m. - 3 p.m.
Visit: www.welcomewagon.ca

March 15 - 18, Spruce Meadows
Visit: www.sprucemeadows.com

Calgary Corporate Challenge Brain Freeze
Winter Trivia

The Outdoor Adventure and Travel Show

March 21, Schanks Sports Grill South, 7 p.m.
Visit: www.calgarycorporatechallenge.com

Garden Variety Show Season Three

March 24 - 25, BMO Centre, Stampede Park
Visit: www.outdooradventureshow.ca

Food

March 29, The Loose Moose Theatre, 7:30 p.m.
For tickets visit: www.gardenvarietyshow.com

Friends of Fish Creek presents: A Taste of
Spring - Wine and Beer Tasting & Silent
Auction

Star Night

March 16, Willow Park Wines and Spirits, 7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Visit: www.friendsoffishcreek.org

March 31, Fish Creek Environmental Learning Centre,
13931 Woodpath Road S.W., 7 p.m. - 10 p.m.

2012 Calgary Spoken Word Festival
April 4 - 14, Banff, April 17 - 22, Calgary
Visit: www.calgaryspokenwordfestival.com

Entertainment
Music

March 2 - 12, downtown Calgary
Visit: www.downtowncalgary.com

You Be The Chef At Catch Restaurant
March 17, Catch and the Oyster Bar, 1 p.m. - 3 p.m.
For information visit: www.hyatt.com

Roots n’ Shoots

March 6, Jack Singer Concert Hall, 8 p.m.
For tickets visit: www.cpo-live.com

March 19, River Cafe on Prince’s Island Park, 6 p.m.
Visit: www.slowfoodcalgary.ca

March 11, Jack Singer Concert Hall, 2 p.m.
For tickets visit: www.cpo-live.com

Nocturne
March 16, Jack Singer Concert, 8 p.m.
For tickets visit: www.cpo-live.com

Fred Penner
March 15, The Gateway, 8 p.m.
Visit: www.ticketmaster.ca

Hedley with Classified, Anjulie and Kay
March 20, Scotiabank Saddledome, 7 p.m.
For tickets visit: www.ticketmaster.ca

Blue Man Group
March 20-25, Southern Alberta Jubilee Auditorium
For tickets visit: www.ticketmaster.ca

Shen Yun Show
April 8 -9 , Southern Alberta Jubilee Auditorium, 7 p.m.
Visit: www.shenyun2012.com

Theatre

Shirley Valentine
Feb. 28 - March 25, Max Bell Theatre
Visit: www.theatrecalgary.com

Mary’s Wedding
March 27 - April 14, Big Secret Theatre
Visit: www.atplive.com
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It’s no surprise that pubs around the city are celebrating
St. Patrick’s Day. Joshua Rimmer, general manager of The
Seanachie Irish Pub says his pub will have live music, green
beer, Irish Celtic dancers and Guinness beer tastings.
“It should be crazy here all weekend from open until
close,” he explains.
Three popular Irish dishes straight from the regular
menu include chicken pot pie, served instead in a puff
pastry bowl, a giant-sized Yorkshire pudding stuffed with
prime rib, mushrooms and leeks in a red wine gravy sauce.

The Big Taste

Three Worms & An Orchestra: The Arrogant
Worms in Concert

The Composer is Dead Music by Nathaniel
Stookey with text by Lemony Snicket

Photo and cutlines: Mayan Freeborn/Calgary Journal

The Seanachie Irish Pub in Signal Hill Centre is
holding a St. Patrick’s Day weekend starting
on March 16.

St. Patrick’s Day
Ceili’s Irish Pub and Restaurant
March 15 - 17, two different locations
For information visit: www.ceilis.com

Dixon’s Public House
March 16 - 17, #24 15425 Bannister Rd. SE
Visit: www.calgarysbestpubs.com/pubs/dixon

Photo: Tessa Clayton/Calgary Journal

Also on the menu is the traditional Irish dish of boxty.
“It’s basically a potato pancake, but we can stuff it with
anything, but this one here we have stuffed with diced
chicken, bacon, leeks and white wine sauce,” Rimmer says.
However, when it comes to drinking green beer, Rimmer
says people should take precautions because it can get on
clothes, hands, lips and the face.
“So for anyone who is going pretty hard at the end of the
night usually has green teeth, green tongue, [and] green
clothes. It’s pretty funny,” he says, adding that’s why he
sticks with drinking Guinness.

Donegal Irish Pub
March 16 - 17, 1637 37th St. SW, time
For tickets visit: www.cellarwinestore.com

Limericks Traditional Public House
March 15 - 17, 7304 Macleod Tr. South
Visit: www.calgarysbestpubs.com/pubs/Limericks

Jamesons Irish Pub
March 17, two different locations
Visit: www.jamesonspubs.com

The Kilkenny Irish Pub
March 16 - 17, #500-3630 Brentwood Rd. NW
Visit: www.calgarysbestpubs.com/pubs/kilkenny

Diakonos St. Patrick’s Day Run and Walk
March 17, Eau Claire Market (North end)
Visit: www.runningroom.com

St. Patrick’s Day Road Race
March 17, Central Memorial High School, 9 a.m.
Visit: www.calgaryroadrunners.com

Photo: Mayan Freeborn/Calgary Journal

During St. Patrick’s celebrations, sales for Guinness at The
Seanachie’s Irish Pub go up, he says.
“We stock up on Guinness, Kilkenny [an Irish cream
ale] and we sell a lot of Irish whiskeys as well --- Jameson,
Bushmills, stuff like that,” he explains.
Rimmer says he sees an older crowd gathers in the
morning, while a younger crowd sticks around in the
evening.
“It’s just going to be the usual party around here,” he
says.
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Diamonds in the rough:
five lesser-known attractions in Calgary
From exploring a Victorian house to pursuing a food market
CORINNE SATO | csato@cjournal.ca

Photos: Corinne Sato/Calgary Journal

The Deane House, a historical landmark
converted into a restaurant.

C

algary is a vibrant city filled with plenty of attractions and activities to occupy one’s time.
Even though you think you may have seen
and done it all, the city has a few hidden gems that
are worth visiting.
LOUGHEED HOUSE
Nestled between large towering apartment buildings, a two-story sandstone house with a large
garden sits in the shadows. The Lougheed House –
a Victorian mansion – is a historical landmark.
“This is a really amazing glimpse back into time,”
says Natalie Coombes, communications assistant at
the Lougheed House. “The whole house was made
in the 1920s, and it was all made of sandstone.”
But the house is much more than a museum.
The Restaurant at Lougheed House is open for
lunch and weekend brunch, while the basement
houses the Alberta Society of Artists Gallery and
gift shop.
The art gallery, which is free to the public, will
be holding two exhibitions during the month
of March, “Sandstone City” by George Webber,
running until March 4, and “The Last Best West:
Glimpse of the Prairie Provinces from the Golden
Age of Postcards”, running from March 14 to August 5.
The Lougheed House is located at 707 – 13 Ave.
S.W. For more information phone: 403-244-6333.
THE DEANE HOUSE RESTAURANT
Known for its infamous reputation as being
haunted, The Deane House – located in Inglewood
and across the river from Fort Calgary – is a house
that has been converted into a restaurant.
The Fort Calgary website says, “The Deane House
was built in 1906 for the then Superintendent of
Fort Calgary, captain Richard Deane.”
After being restored in the late 1970s, the house
was converted into a restaurant in 1986.
The restaurant is open for lunch and weekend
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The mural outside Canada’s Hall of Fame at
COP.

Outside the Lougheed House – a Victorian mansion – downtown Calgary.

brunches. Staff allow guests to explore the rooms
in the house, including the attic.
Throughout the year, the Deane House hosts
murder mystery dinner theatres, allowing guests to
participate in the play, while enjoying a four-course
meal.
From March 2-12, The Deane House Restaurant is
hosting The Big Taste Calgary, which is a set threecourse menu that pairs the entrees with specific
wines. Although the menu has a set price, the wine
is priced separately.
For reservations or more information phone:
403-269-7747.

St. S.E. in Pearce Estate Park. For more information
phone: 403-297-6561.

BOW HABITAT STATION
Along the Bow River pathway, on the outskirts
of Inglewood in Pearce Estate Park, sits the Bow
Habitat Station – formally the Sam Livingston Fish
Hatchery. The updated Bow Habitat Station has a
discovery centre and fish hatchery located inside,
and a trout pond and interpretive wetlands that
surround the building.
“The Bow Habitat Station officially opened in
2009,” says Tamara Unruh, a worker at the station.
“We raise over 1 million to 2 million fish, stocking
ponds and lakes all over Alberta.
“The winter months are the best time to come,”
she says. As egg shipments come to the hatchery
over the winter, public tours allow people to see
the fish life cycle up close – from little eggs up to
adults. A highlight of the tour is feeding the fish as
they splash and flip around the surface, trying to
compete for the little brown pellets floating on the
water.
When it’s warm outside, people can enjoy
walking around the wetlands and trout pound. If
you come at the right time, you might see some
interesting wildlife.
“We had birds of prey out by the pond last year,”
Unruh said.
The Bow Habitat Station is located at 1440 – 17A

CANADA’S SPORTS HALL OF FAME
Originally from Toronto, Canada’s Sports Hall of
Fame opened at Canada Olympic Park, or COP, on
July 1, 2011.
Located at the west end of COP, the Hall of Fame
is situated in a large red, glass building.
The museum has 11 different galleries, ranging
from winter and summer Olympic moments to
recognizing Canadian athletes. The Hall of Fame is
a must see for any sport’s fan.
Running until the end of May, the 2012 IIHF
World Junior Hockey Championships exhibit
features team pictures and hockey jerseys from
countries that participated in the tournament.
Canada’s Sports Hall of Fame is located at 169
Canada Olympic Rd. S.W. For more information
phone: 403-776-1040.
KINGSLAND FARMER’S MARKET
For foodies, this is a place to be to find fresh vegetables, meats, homemade breads, pies, and even
mead wine.
The Kingsland Farmers’ Market, located off Macleod Trail is a “destination for the entire city,” says
Trond Franzten, marketing director for the market.
“The market brings people closer to safe quality
food products,” he says.
Smaller than the Calgary Farmers’ Market, the
Kingsland Farmers’ Market has a sense of community within the market. Vendors socialize with one
another, and even share recipes and food ideas.
It not only promotes a sense of community from
within, but also “focuses on creating and contributing to the surrounding communities,” says Leeza
Tekeste, the marketing manager.
Kingsland Farmers’ Market is located at 7711
Macleod Tr. S.W., and is open year-round during
the day from Thursdays to Sundays.
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A cultural smorgasbord
on International Avenue

DEVON JOLIE | djolie@cjournal.ca

shops offer quality
products that you
can’t buy in your
local grocery store.
These hole-inwall places serve
up authentic food
just like what
momma made,
because that’s
exactly who cooks
Photo: Donella Swan/ Calgary Journal
it. The signs and
Volunteer Christopher Foesier builds the homemade pizza from the
menus often need
“sauce” up for pizza night in Rowley, Alta.
translations to
English.
Alison KarimMcSwiney, executive director of the
International
Avenue Business
Revitalization
Zone, says that
this area is one of
Calgary’s “jewels.”
“You’ll find a
DONELLA SWAN | dswan@cjournal.ca
Photo: Devon Jolie/ Calgary Journal really unique mix
he main street is full of cars and pick-up
from the making of the pizzas to the flowing
here,” she says.
trucks, while a crowd of people stand
beverages.
Calgarians experience epicurian
But with so many choices to choose
outside Sam’s Saloon chatting.
About 2,000 pizzas are made each year,
from – Ethiopian curried lentils to sweet
delights in the Around the World in
Across the street, volunteers are mixing up
and people from the surrounding area and all
Portuguese breads – venturing into this
35 Blocks
delicious pizzas and this is what keeps people
over the world join in the fun, Foesier said.
district of Calgary can be overwhelmcoming back.
People come from Australia, Finland,
ing.
It is the last Saturday of the month, which
Germany, and all over Canada – to enjoy the
means just one thing in Rowley, Alta. – pizza
pizzas – evident from the signatures in the
he smell hits you as soon as you
The Around the World in 35 Blocks
night.
guestbook.
walk in the door of the unassuming
Food Tour will guide you on your dis“It’s like the real Ranchman’s,” said Nathan
“It’s about a community getting everybody brick building: sweet and yeasty fresh
covery of this foodie haven.
Shearer, who makes the two hour drive from
together” Foesier said.
bread.
Onboard a classic yellow school bus,
Calgary. He makes the trip as often as he
Pizza night runs from 5 p.m. to 3 a.m. on
Your eyes search for the loaves of
participants are transported around the
can after being introduced to pizza night by
the last Saturday of each month except in Dehomemade goodness but instead you
globe – while staying in Calgary— satisfriends this past summer.
cember where the community takes a break
see a long glass case displaying darkfying epicurean minds and stomachs.
The atmosphere of the saloon stands
for the holidays.
cured sausage and a round of ham, its
The tour introduces participants to
out from anything seen in the city. The
Rowley is approximately 170 km from
floor is covered in sawdust which gives it
Calgary.
meat, light pink and juicy.
six or seven family-owned restaurants
that authentic saloon feel, and the walls are
Taking Highway 9 to Drumheller, then travTurn around and you see a few small
and specialty food stores.
decorated with old beer advertisements and
elling north out of Drumheller on Highway 56 aisles packed full of German imports like
While munching on golden falafel at
comical posters.
is one of the best routes.
little black-licorice cats and marzipan.
Green Cedars Food Market or homePeople and children gather around tables
Along Highway 56 watch for a sign to
A friendly face meets your mesmermade sauerkraut from Illichmann’s
laughing and enjoying the cheap drinks and
Rowley which will be on the left hand side.
ized eyes. “Can I help you?” Right then
Sausage Shop, tour-goers learn facts
good pizza.
Driving approximately 10 minutes along this
you
know
you’ll
be
buying
more
goodabout the different countries and can
Christopher Foesier, one of the event orgaroad takes you right into Rowley.
ies than you ever intended to.
chat with the owners.
nizers, explained that children are allowed in
Sam’s because of a special liquor license that
You’re probably thinking you know
Messinger says that the food tour is
was granted.
the place and have been there, done
great because it introduces Calgarians
“People like coming with their family bethat. Perhaps it’s a little shop in trendy
to little specialty shops and restaurants
cause it’s not a huge expense” he said.
Kensington or in the ever-popular
that they may never visit.
For under $20, you can enjoy pizzas, drinks
Inglewood.
She says, “It opens the door a little
and an overall good time.
Nope.
This
is
Illichmann’s
Sausage
wider”
and that it brings people in to try
Biting into the pepperoni pizza proves that
Shop, just one of the over 100 foodsomething new.
there is definitely a signature taste – the pizza
related businesses tucked along 17
Jane Allan called the tour “fabulous.”
is homemade and fresh.
There is an air about the place that is
Avenue S.E.
Allan, who lives in northwest Calgary,
relaxed as people sit and enjoy the meal they
Nicknamed International Avenue,
says she had never really been out to
came for.
17 Avenue S.E. is home to a cultural
the east end of 17 Avenue and didn’t
Rowley resident, Corinna Borsheim has
smorgasbord of foodie gems. From the
know what to expect.
been coming for 15 years and now brings her
superb European pastries at Gunther’s
“It’s awesome to see a different part
children.
Fine Baking to the imported Fijian deliof the city. It’s a good eye-opener,” she
“You won’t find this in the city,” Borsheim
Photo: Donella Swan/ Calgary Journal
cacies at South Pacific Food Distributors says.
said.
The Around the World in 35 Blocks
Foesier said it is much busier in the summer
Volunteer Christopher Foesier mixes Inc., you can travel the world without
but people still like to come out in the colder
the hassle of airports and passports.
Food Tour runs monthly. Tickets are
up homemade pizza for Pizza night
months.
Dana Messinger, owner of Illi$25 each. For more information phone
in Rowley, Alta.
The operation is entirely volunteer run;
chmann’s Sausage Shop, says that the
403-248-7288.

Pizza night in
small town Alberta
Rowley flooded by visitors monthly

T
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Unsure about wine?
There’s an app for that
Writer shares quest to find best bargain vinos
KARRY TAYLOR| ktaylor@cjournal.ca

T

Photo: Kelli Zacharopoulos/Calgary Journal

Local entrepreneur Linda Garson provides Calgary with educational
culinary experiences

Wine and Food Pairing 101

KELLI ZACHAROPOULOS

H

ave you ever wondered which
wine pairs best with your dinner – a
Pinot Noir or a Malbec?
Fortunately, Linda Garson will answer
your questions. Owner of the successful
business Vine and Dine, Garson knows
more than her fair share about wine.
Travelling across city restaurants like
Tango Bistro and Il Sogno, Vine and
Dine takes menus and transforms them
into an interactive event during which
every course is paired with a carefully
selected wine.
Garson says Vine and Dine has
evolved from its origins of individuals
interested in learning about wine to
business events and team-building
activities.
“Wine and food has the ability to
unite people, to bring us together,”
Garson says. “That is what I love about
Vine and Dine.”
Kate MacLennan and her husband
Kevin Gregg have been to four of Garson’s events.
“It’s a great experience to learn about
new restaurants and try a variety of food
from a new menu,” MacLennan says.
“Linda’s also very good at pairing wines
with the dishes, so you learn about new
wines as well.”
Since discovering Vine and Dine
online just over a year ago, MacLennan
and Gregg say they’ve never pursued
another wine course.
“We came once and it was amazing,
so we just keep coming back,” Gregg
says.
Outside of Garson’s courses, she has
a variety of other offerings including
a wine basics course that has sold out
42 times, a combination of culturally
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motivated soirées, and Garson’s most
recent plunge into the world of theater
with her Sips & Scripts event.
In collaboration with Theatre Calgary,
Garson has chosen to feature plays such
as “Cats” and “Shirley Valentine” in the
coming months. Food and wine courses
will be offered prior to the play as well
as during intermission.
Garson believes her greatest accomplishment thus far occurred in December. In less than a year, she has hosted
events that have continuously sold out.
Over that time, more than 420 people
have enjoyed East African food and
South African wine.
“In Calgary, that’s incredible,” she
says. “People in this city do want to
learn about wine and I am blessed
because of that.”
Corks & Talks is an event that features
CBC’s international speaker Brian Keating and follows him through his cultural
experiences across the African regions.
So what’s next for this wine guru?
With a chuckle, Garson indicates the
start of a new project in the next few
months.
“It’s very exciting, and I can’t say
anything yet because it’s still in the
planning stages.
“All I can say is that it involves food
and wine, and it’ll be great for Calgary.”
In the meantime, Garson is wrapping
up the itinerary for her Spain wine tour,
which is scheduled for September 2012.
The trip will feature tours of wineries
across northern Spain.
For more details on upcoming Vine
and Dine events, phone 403-870-9872
or visit vineanddine.com.

here is no question that Natalie
MacLean has a great job: she
makes her living writing about wine.
As an award-winning wine journalist
and columnist, her work has appeared in more than 60 magazines
and newspapers.
She maintains a popular website
that deals with all aspects of wine
and has helped develop wine-related
mobile apps for smart phones.
She is also an accredited sommelier
— or professional wine steward, and
is on a mission to break down the longentrenched class and cost stereotypes
associated with wine.
“There are stereotypes and a snobbishness associated with the price of
wines,” MacLean says. “But it’s also
an insecurity – a feeling of ‘This won’t
be any good, so I can’t serve it to
anyone.’ That is what I am trying to
get away from.”

Her new book “Unquenchable: A
Tipsy Quest for the World’s Best Bargain Wines,” offers recommendations
for the best tasting wines that will
fit almost any budget —including
several priced at under $20.
“I think everybody, from students
to working folks, all drink on a budget. But they don’t want to give up
good taste,” MacLean says.
In addition to offering suggestions
on the best bargain wines out there,
MacLean also includes tips on the
types of food to pair with each wine.
WINE APPS
MacLean has become involved in
creating mobile apps related to wine.
She says wine is a “natural fit” for
apps designed for smart phones.
“Where do we make decisions
about wine? The liquor store,” she
says.
“People often will go into a wine
store and they are too intimidated to
ask for help. But they will scan a code
or look up the information on their
smart phone.”
MacLean’s free app allows users to
scan a wine’s UPC code with the device’s camera, giving instant access

to tasting notes and other information about the wine.
“There are 150,000 wines listed in
the app,” MacLean says.
WINE TASINGS
MacLean suggests that attending
wine-tastings is another way to make
wine less intimidating.
Damian Espinase, a sommelier who
completed his training in Banff and
Calgary and now works in Ontario,
agrees that wine tastings provide
a great opportunity to learn about
wine.
Espinase says Calgary has “a great
wine culture” and notes that several
of the city’s wine markets have sommeliers on staff who are more than
happy to answer questions.
“They have people who are super
educated and try to help out by having wine tastings.”
Phil Vaive of Calgary has attended
wine tastings in Calgary and elsewhere. He says they are fun, and
enjoys the opportunity to learn about
wines he has never heard of.
“I love going to wine tastings. My
family and I go out to the Okanagan
every summer, and going to the
different wineries is a great way to
spend an afternoon.
“It gives us a chance to try out new
wines we never would have tasted
before,” Vaive says.

Photo: Karry Taylor/ Calgary Journal

Author Natalie MacLean has an
app and new book to help people
buy tasty and cheap wine.
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Though it may take a bit of work, the pay off is worth it in the end. Beautiful sights like Lake Agnes, above, are often only accessible in summer months.
These breathtaking sights can be enjoyed in winter months by anyone willing to strap on a pair of snowshoes and take on a new winter adventure.

Snowshoeing: a fun winter experience
A budget friendly alternative to keeping fit and active in the snow

K

eeping active in the cold winter months can be a challenge.
Cumbersome seasonal wear and
chilly weather can make it a chore to get
outside and be active.
Snowshoeing is one activity where
getting those clothes on and braving the
cold will pay off. If you’re up for a new
adventure, this recreational sport will give
you a great work out that is easy on the
budget.
LOW COST OPTION
Veronique Le Saux, a volunteer guide
with the Calgary Outdoor Club, says via
email, “Once you have the proper equipment, such as snowshoes and winter
clothing, it is genuinely cost friendly.
“The price range for snowshoes can
vary from $100 to $300, maybe more
depending on what type of snowshoes
you wish to purchase,” she says.
“But once you have invested in all the
equipment, it doesn’t cost anything to go
snowshoeing.”
If you are new to the activity and just
want to give it a try before making a
purchase, renting is an option.
Le Saux recommends renting equipment for the first few outings while you
figure out if this is an activity that you
enjoy.
Stephanie Franzke works as a rental
tech at Wilson Mountain Sports in Lake
Louise, Alta. She says that snowshoeing is
a popular activity with visitors to the area.
“It’s an inexpensive way to get out
and see everything,” she says. “It’s really
nice because if it’s cold outside, it’s still
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something you can go and do. You can
dress up and it doesn’t matter what the
conditions are like because there is always
somewhere to go.”
Franzke says rental prices, as well as start
up costs, are minimal compared to other
winter activities.
Equipment can be rented for around
$10 per day, in comparison to a ski hill
pass, which typically costs around $80.
LOCATION, LOCATION
Calgary’s close proximity to the mountains makes snowshoeing ideal for day
trips.
Le Saux says, “The Canadian Rockies are
one of most beautiful places in the world
when it comes to the outdoors. It is virtually in our backyard so anyone should be
encouraged to make the most of it.”
Throughout the Rockies there is a vast
network of trails for outdoor enthusiasts
to explore.
“You can make snowshoeing as easy or
as strenuous as you wish, depending on
the trail that you choose,” Le Saux says.
FUN FOR ALL AGES
For those who like to keep active by
hiking from spring to fall, snowshoeing is
the next-best option for Calgary’s winter
months.
Le Saux says that she believes “the
popularity of the sport is mainly due to its
simplicity.”
“If you can walk, you can snowshoe,”
Franzke says – a sentiment that was
echoed by avid snowshoers Lise Levesque
and Dave Savage of Cranbrook, B.C.

Levesque says she originally got into
snowshoeing through her work. “I used
to cruise timber, and we used to have the
big bear paw (an older style of snowshoe.)”
“It wasn’t fun. It was cumbersome and
slow, and a lot of hard work,” she says.
Newer snowshoes have been made
much more comfortable and are engineered to be lightweight, says Levesque,
so you are able to walk at your regular
pace.
Savage says he is a convert. Always a fan
of cross-country skiing, Savage says that
he doubted the fun he could have while
snowshoeing.
“I always thought, ‘Snowshoes, how
stupid is that?’ Why would you go so slow
when you can cross-country ski?”
“And the first time I put on my snowshoes it was like ‘Hallelujah, I just had a
religious experience. This is so cool,’” he
says.
Levesque says she thinks the popularity
of snowshoeing is growing.
“There was a trend to go skiing for a
long time.”
As people age and demographics
change, people are trying alternative
activities to avoid falling down as much,
she says.
However, challenges to snowshoeing
still remain. Though improvements have
been made in technology, the availability
of trail systems still holds back the spread
of this activity.
“The biggest thing is going to be finding the places to snowshoe,” Levesque
says.

TARYN HAJNRYCH | thajnrych@cjournal.ca
“Cross country skiers don’t like snowshoers on their trails, especially on the set
tracks, because it wrecks the tracks for
them,” she says.
Levesque adds that, “A lot of the places
that you could snowshoe easily in the
winter are hiking trails in summer, but
roads often aren’t plowed to the trail
heads so you can’t get there.
“Hopefully over time this activity will be
seen as something of value and someone
will start clearing roads and parking areas,
encouraging the activity more,” she says.
Savage says he believes the activity
will grow due to the appeal snowshoeing has with people who like being in the
mountains.
“It’s like hiking in pure white. It’s
fabulous.”

Photo:Taryn Hajnrych/Calgary Journal

You can make snowshoeing as
easy or as difficult as you want
through your choice of trails.
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Harsher penalties given for head hits
Hockey players spend more time in box for moves that could cause concussions
JESSICA RAFUSE | jrafuse@cjournal.ca
inor hockey leagues
are still adjusting
to Hockey Canada’s
efforts to crack down on neck
injuries and concussions after
new head contact rules were
introduced this season.
The new rules call for two
or four minute penalties for
players who intentionally or
accidentally hit an opponent
on the face, neck or head, but
many feel these calls aren’t
being made evenly across the
board.
“Application needs to
be more consistent,” Bruce
Dielissen said of the referee’s
calls. Dielissen, who coaches
for the Crowfoot Minor
Photo: Jessica Rafuse/Calgary Journal
Hockey Association’s CrowConditioning
younger
players
to
avoid
head
contact
will
result
in
less
head
and
neck
injuries
with
serious
implications.
foot 2’s midget team, added
that “It’s mostly discretionary
child out there,” he said.
control on impact.
for them.”
“Avoiding
head
contact
is
tough,
they
have
to
“The most important thing I see is that kids
Dielissen finds that the lack of consistency in
keep
their
sticks
down,
but
that
comes
with
coachhave
to learn how to body check again. In lower
refs’ calls creates more hostility and, “incites playing.
Very
seldom
do
they
take
the
time
to
talk
to
divisions
it’s gotten better, but it’s still pretty agers for retaliation.”
the kids and I think they’re going backwards.”
gressive,” he said.
It also makes it more difficult for players to
Luke Allison, 16, currently plays in the league’s
Anderson does note that in the beginning of
learn what’s appropriate and what’s not as the
midget
division
and
has
found
that
more
attention
the
season he was calling about 25 head contact
season progresses, he said.
was given to the new rules early on in the season,
penalties per game, but that number has dropped
Bob Johnson, whose son is in his eighth year
but they haven’t been a point of focus since.
to less than 10 per game on average.
playing hockey, sympathizes with what’s happenAllison
said
that
the
conduct
of
other
players
For Todd Millar, president of Hockey Calgary,
ing but is still concerned.
since the rules were revised, “hasn’t really changed this is exactly what the league wants to see.
“You can’t call everything, but as a parent it’s
that much. There are guys out there that just really
“The education process has been paying off,”
disgruntling and disheartening because it’s your
want to hit people.”
Millar said. “Initially there was more confusion and
Players agreed that looking you had a lot of penalties being called, but now
to regulations can only do so
we’re certainly seeing a lot less calls being made
much to crack down on plays
on the ice. This has really strengthened the posithat risk serious head injury.
tion in our league that contact of the head is not
“Your hockey sense and
tolerated.”
smarts go a lot further,” Allison
said. “You need to avoid certain players and just stay out
of their way.”
Kornel Szabo’s experience
is similar.
“People were getting really
dirty,” said 15-year-old Szabo,
—Mike Anderson
who also plays in the league’s
Referee
midget division. Even with
penalties there is still a lot of
aggression on the ice, he said.
“It’s good that those players
As for discrepancies in the consistency of calls
have more penalties, but they
being made by refs, Millar acknowledges, “They’ve
still play the same.”
been going through a learning curve too, but
Mike Anderson has been
they’re getting better.”
a referee for 23 years and is
The hope is that younger players will adopt
quick to point out that game
a cleaner playing style as they progress forward
contact has changed considersince that’s all they’ll know when it comes to head
ably over the years.
contact.
“Back in the ‘70s you just
For parents who’ve seen how their kids’ games
tucked down and delivered,”
have changed as contact was introduced, some
he said, adding that today
have wondered why the strengthening of these
Photo: Jessica Rafuse/Calgary Journal
players go into their hits with
rules haven’t happened sooner.
Contact on the head, neck or face now results in a penalty of two to
the full height of their body,
“It’s about time,” said parent Darryl Zerr. “I wish
four minutes regardless of whether it’s intentional or accidental.
which makes it easier to lose
it would have been introduced 10 years ago.”

M

In lower divisions it’s
gotten better, but it’s still
pretty aggressive,”
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Young Calgary skier
takes silver medal
at Winter X Games
Medalist was called in to compete minutes
before his silver-winning round

I

t’s a cold day in Aspen as Noah Bowman,19, stares down the superpipe.
Currently in fourth place with his
final run to go, the Calgary freestyle
skier starts his run, and one “switch
alley-oop, double flatspin 900” later, he
has won the silver medal.
His love for skiing started when
Bowman was three and
his parents introduced
him to the sport. After
switching to snowboarding briefly, Bowman was offered a spot
on a ski team called the
“Free Skiers” when he was in the Grade
7.
After being told about a provincial
ski competition, Bowman decided to
compete.
“I ended up doing it, and placing
fourth. From there, I was kind of addicted to it,” Bowman says.
Growing up in Calgary and having
Canada Olympic Park, or COP, as a
home hill was a huge advantage, he
says.
“I would just go to COP after school.
They’ve got an amazing half-pipe,
amazing jumps and rails. That definitely
helped me out a lot, because I was able
to train so much.”
Bowman’s coach Trennon Paynter
says, “He worked incredibly hard. He
put in his time everywhere from the
gym in the off-season, training on the
trampolines, training on snow into the
airbag, and then a lot of training in the
half pipe.”
Watching the X Games as a kid
encouraged Bowman, who always
wanted to compete. His plans were to
go to the X Games for skateboarding
until he started to ski.
Bowman was a second-alternate for
the second year in a row, so he spent
the three training days practicing on
the half-pipe – not knowing if he would
compete this year at all.
But Bowman wasn’t fazed either way.
“All throughout the three practice
days, I just had an amazing time. It
was super fun. Then right before the
elimination round, I got a call that I was
in,” he says.
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JESSICA PHILLIPS| jphillips@cjournal.ca
That is when he took his silver-winning run.
“You can do the same grab, but it will
look completely different if you cross
your skis or keep them straight. It felt
natural,” he says recalling his silverwinning trick.
“I was in shock. I never really expected that to happen,”
said Bowman, adding
that,
“It was probably the
best feeling I have ever
felt. I was just filled with
joy really.”
Petar Lazic, a local skier who has
known Bowman for several years, had
inspiring words to say about his friend.
“Noah’s showed us that with a big
heart and a strong soul, he would move
on to be one of the best in the world,”
Lazic said.
Bowman’s next goals are to place at
the Olympics
And to all the young skiers who look
up to him, Bowman says, “Just have
fun with it. That’s the most important
thing.”

Photo courtesy of Noah Bowman

Bowman delivers his signature
move on the superpipe to win silver
at the X Games.
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Trojans player Travis Bradshaw attempts to score on Cougars goaltender Justin
Cote. This season will be the last that the two teams play against each other.

Cross-town men’s hockey
rivalry coming to an end

CAITLIN GAJDOSTIK

P

layers come and go. Championships
are won and lost. But now a spirited
and enduring rivalry between two
great teams is also reaching its end.
In Ken Babey’s 25 years of coaching
SAIT men’s hockey, nothing as dramatic
has happened in the league than when
Mount Royal University decided its teams
were leaving the Alberta Collegiate Athletic Conference.
From bench-clearing brawls, fights
outside the dressing rooms, and cheering
competitions between the two schools
that packed the arenas brimming with
noise, Babey has seen it all, and is sad to
see this great rivalry come to an end.
Mount Royal University will move to
the university league known as Canada
West. With SAIT staying in the ACAC, this
will be the final season the cross-town
rivals play against one another.
Babey calls the team’s departure from
the conference “an absolute loss” since
the school is one of the founding members of the ACAC.
“There is a lot of history there,” said
SAIT Trojan forward Travis Bradshaw. “The
rivalry between our two teams goes back
longer than I have ever played.”
MRU has been part of the ACAC since
the league’s creation in 1981, and was
also part of the previous sport league, the
Western Inter-Collegiate Conference.
The two teams have played against
each other in many playoff and championship games.
One of the most dramatic games being
last season’s championship game, when
the Cougars won 1-0 but were plagued
with controversy since their dressed backup goalie was only a part-time student

cgajdostik@cjournal.ca

and thus ineligible to play.
The storied history between the two
teams is about “as good as it gets” said
Babey, adding that the tension between
them, “takes years to build up.”
The quality of the game has also improved because of this.
“They push us to be a better team,” he
said. “And I think we push them too.”
Looking forward, the Cougars are excited for the opportunities and challenges
the future holds.
Cougars’ head coach Jean Laforest said
that the “culture and work ethic” his team
has brought to each game this season will
carry forward into the playoffs this year as
well as next year’s season.
Another benefit of moving up to
Canada West, is that the Cougars will be
able to attract players who may not have
initially considered Mount Royal University – players from the WHL or top junior
hockey players, Laforest said.
But whether new teams qualify to
enter the ACAC, the tension will be hard
to recreate.
“I don’t think that either SAIT or Mount
Royal University teams will be able to
replicate the rivalry,” Babey said.
For now, the Trojans are staying focused on this season’s playoffs. They currently sit in third place in the ACAC south
division, while Mount Royal University is
in first.
The Cougars will have to stick to their
strong defensive play when making it to
the playoffs, Laforest said, and relish the
remaining ice-time against Trojans.
“Whether or not we make it to the
playoffs, it will be special to round out the
season against them,” Babey said.
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Dutch fans fuel crowd spirit at the
World Speed Skating Championships
Families attend together to cheer, volunteer and visit Canada

F

or two Netherland natives,
Monica and Jeanette de Jonge’s
first visit to Canada was unforgettable.
The de Jonges were among the
throngs of Dutch fans who packed the
stands at the 2012 Essent ISU World
Sprint Speed Skating Championships
held Jan. 28-29 at the Olympic Oval.
Between the splendour of the Canadian Rocky Mountains their visit was a
dream come true.
“It has been a dream of mine for a
long time to visit the Olympic Oval in
Calgary,” Jeanette de Jonge says.
Speed skating serious
business for Dutch
To call the Dutch speed skating fans
enthusiastic would be an understatement.
Decked out in face paint, crazy hats,
wigs and a bewildering array of orange
clothing, they created a party atmosphere by waving flags and tooting on
plastic horns.
When Dutch speed skater Stefan
Groothuis was crowned world champion after two days of racing, they
danced and sang loudly while waiting
for him to mount the victory stand.
But despite their intense national
pride in their own athletes, the Dutch
were very congenial fans. They cheered
just as loudly when speed skaters
Christina Nesbitt, of Canada, and Jing
Yu, of China, both set world records
during the course of the competition.

Karry Taylor | ktyalor@cjournal.ca
“It’s a very kind, friendly and public
audience,” Monica de Jonge says. “We
become almost a family.”
“It doesn’t matter which country
you are from, you are invited to join
in with us. We hope that skaters from
the Netherlands will win, but we are
also happy for Nesbitt for her world
record.”
Father and son volunteer
together
Alexander Schouten, who moved to
Canada from the Netherlands in 2005
and now lives in Strathmore, says
it is not uncommon to see 15,000
to 20,000 spectators at speed skating competitions held in his native
country.

It’s a chance to help
out and be part of
the community. 		
—Alexander Schouten
Volunteer
“They cheer for everybody,” he says.
Schouten worked as a volunteer
in the media centre during the world
championships and said that more
than half of the members of the press
covering the event were from the
Netherlands.
“There are a lot of Dutch media, so
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Danny Ihle of Germany goes all out in men’s 1000 metre race.
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Dutch delight: Sisters Monica and Jeanette de Jonge flew to Calgary from
the Netherlands to watch the competition on their first visit to Canada.
it makes it a little bit easier to have
somebody who speaks the language
around,” Schouten says. “Every major
newspaper is here, as well as all the
Dutch TV stations.”
He volunteered for the event for the
“remarkable” opportunity to see speed
skating up close.
Schouten was visibly moved as the
Dutch national anthem was played in
Groothuis’ honour during the event’s
award ceremony.
“To hear your anthem played makes
it even better.”
His experience was made all the
more special by the fact that his
10-year-old son Taron spent the weekend volunteering beside him.
“It’s been wonderful,” Schouten says.
“I think it’s important for him to know
what volunteering is all about.
“It’s a chance to help out and be part
of the community. We moved here in
2005 and the best way to find your way
around in a new country is to be a part
of it.”
Large Dutch community in
Calgary
Robert Albricht, who attended the
event with his nine-year-old son
Nikolai, has Dutch parents and lived
in the Netherlands for 10 years
himself. He was among many Calgarians in the crowd who have a Dutch
background.
Attending major international
speed skating events held at the Oval
has become a tradition for Albricht
and his family.

“We’ve been to three speed skating
events and we have lived here for
four years. So we come pretty much
every year.”
Albricht, who contributed to the spirit of the crowd by wearing an orange
T-shirt and a blow-up hat topped with
a windmill, says he believes the appeal
of speed skating is its simplicity.
“It looks so simple and effortless.”
But he says seeing the sport live offers a much different experience than
viewing it on TV — where it’s difficult
to “get a sense of the speed.”
“Being here, it’s mind-blowing how
fast it is.”
Albricht attributes the boisterous
nature of the Dutch fans to the fact
that speed skaters from the Netherlands have been very successful on
the world stage.
“They are always right there at the
top, contending for gold medals and
world record times. So when you are
the best at something for a generation,
people take the sport very seriously.”
Although outnumbered by the sea of
orange, a few red-clad Canadian supporters could be spotted in the crowd
— among them, Vanessa D’Souza and
her four-year-old son Kai Mooahy.
While D’Souza had previously attended a world cup speed skating
event held at the Olympic Oval, it was
young Kai’s first exposure to the sport.
“He’s new to skating and he really
loves Canada. I figured this was a
great environment for him to learn
how to cheer for our home country,”
D’Souza said.
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